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ABSTRACT 
FORCE TRANSMISSION MECHANISMS IN FIBROUS BIOLOGICAL 
STRUCTURES 
Hossein Ahmadzadeh 
Vivek Shenoy 
 
Understanding the mechanism of the load bearing and force transmission throughout 
fibrous biological structures can help decode complex physiological and pathological 
phenomena and provide insight into possible therapeutic solutions. Fibrous structures are 
characterized by one-dimensional fibers stabilized by cross-linking proteins and 
molecules. Preferentially aligned fibers form well-organized parallel bundles, whereas 
randomly distributed fibers create isotropic three-dimensional networks. Tendons, 
composed of staggered arrangements of collagen fibrils, and axonal cytoskeleton in 
neurons, composed of alternate rows of microtubules, are two instances of structures with 
aligned fibers. Collagen fibrous networks which make up the extracellular matrix (ECM) 
of connective tissues are an example of fibrous structures with random orientation of the 
fibers. As fibrous structures respond to external stresses, cross-linking elements transfer 
the loads between the fibers and transmit the bulk deformations from one end of the 
structure to the other end. This mechanical machinery allows these structures to sustain 
large deformations and transfer tissue scale forces to the subcellular level. In this thesis, 
we quantify the influence of this mechanism on several physiological and pathological 
processes related to tendons, axons, and ECMs. First, we employ the shear-lag model 
(SLM) to quantitatively identify the key parameters affecting the mechanical behavior of 
fibrous materials. Next, by extending the SLM and including poroelastic effects, we 
study the movement of the interstitial fluid throughout fibrous tissues. Notably, our 
model explains the exudation of fluid from tendon structures in response to tensile 
vii 
 
stretching, in agreement with previous observations. By incorporating the dynamics of 
the engagement of the cross-links in the load transfer pathway, we elucidate the 
underlying mechanism of viscoelastic behavior of fibrous tissues. In particular, the rate-
dependent vulnerability of axons to dynamic loadings during brain injury is modeled and 
validated with previous in vitro studies. Finally, we study the nonlinear elasticity induced 
by the realignment and reorganization of the collagen fibers in the ECM and examine its 
impact on regulating cell-matrix interactions. Notably, our model shows that mechanical 
principles mediated by the ECM nonlinearity and the contractility of the cells play a 
crucial role in determining the phenotype of the tumor cells. 
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Chapter 1 : Introduction 
 
Well-studied natural materials such as nacre, bone, collagen fibril and extracellular 
matrix (ECM) are good examples of fibrous biological structures that benefit from an 
efficient force transmission machinery to transfer external forces from one end of the 
structure to the other end (1–6). These structures are characterized by a fibrillar or 
layered composition consisting of arrays of one- or two-dimensional materials (called 
inclusions) surrounded by a continuous matrix or interconnected by cross-linking proteins 
or molecular interactions. The inclusions can be aligned in one direction (such as in nacre 
and bone) or can be oriented randomly with respect to each other (such as in the ECMs). 
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For instance, nacre (Figure 1-1A) is composed of staggered arrangement of hexagonal 
platelets made up of aragonite (~10 µm long). These aragonite platelets are separated by 
thin (~30 nm) layers of an organic, soft matrix which is saturated with protein 
biopolymers (7, 8). Collagen fibrils are composed of staggered bundles of long, aligned 
molecules called tropocollagen (~300 nm long and ~1.5 nm in diameter). These 
tropocollagen molecules are stabilized by covalent bonds connecting the N-terminus of 
one molecule to the C-terminus of the adjacent molecule. Bone, as another example, is 
composed of an array of aligned collagen fibrils which are cross-linked by hydroxyapatite 
nanocrystals (HA in Figure 1-1B).  
These fibrous structures exhibit superior mechanical properties compared to their 
microstructural constituents. For example, nacre shows a relatively high mechanical 
toughness (~10 MPa m½) which is ~100 times larger than the mechanical toughness of 
the aragonite (~0.1 MPa m½) (9, 10). While the mechanical strength of aragonite is 30 
MPa, nacre can withstand 170 MPa tensile stress without failure (4, 5). Similarly, bone is 
~100 times tougher than its individual collagen fibrils (see Figure 1-1C for more 
examples). The comparison between collagen fibril and tropocollagen molecules also 
shows that while single tropocollagen shows a brittle mechanical rupture, collagen fibril 
has a ductile behavior and can tolerate higher levels of strain before failure (11). Another 
example is spider silk which is composed of stacked arrangement of antiparallel β-sheets, 
stabilized by hydrogen bonds. This structure shows both extraordinarily high strength 
(1379 MPa (12)) and stiffness (~20 GPa (13)).  
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Figure 1-1: Examples of some fibrous biological structures ubiquitous in nature. (A) Nacre is 
composed of aragonite platelets surrounded by thin layers of organic materials, composed of 
proteins (reprinted from (9)). (B) The hierarchical structure of bone is shown. Collagen fibrils are 
composed of tropocollagen fibers interconnected by covalent cross-links. Bone is composed of 
collagen fibrils cross-linked by hydroxyapatite nanocrystals (HA) (adapted from (9)). (C) 
Comparison between mechanical toughness and stiffness of nacre, bone and Alumina/PMMA 
composites shows that the fibrous structures show superior mechanical properties compared to 
their constituents. (D) Schematic showing the sliding of the aragonite platelets during tensile 
stretching of nacre. Platelets need to overcome the friction forces caused by the organic layer. 
The load-transfer route throughout the platelet and thin layers of the matrix is also shown (figure 
adapted from (14)).  
The enhanced performance of these composites compared to their constituents emanates 
from a notable load transfer mechanism between the ultrastructural components at the 
nano- and micro-scales. In response to the external tensile loadings, the fibers and 
platelets within these structures undergo stretching and relative sliding and by this means, 
transfer the applied forces from one end of the structure to the other end (Figure 1-1D). 
The stretching and sliding of the inclusions are regulated by the deformation of the 
surrounding matrix and uncoiling and elongation of the protein cross-links. For example, 
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during tensile stretching of nacre, aragonite platelets overcome the friction produced by 
the organic matrix and slide on one another (Figure 1-1D). Therefore, increasing the 
stiffness of the matrix hinders the sliding of the aragonites and increases the stiffness of 
the nacre. For this reason, uniaxial stretching of nacre has shown that the wet nacre (with 
Young’s modulus 60 GPa) is softer and more ductile compared to the dry nacre (Young’s 
modulus 70 GPa) (15). In agreement, comparing the stiffnesses of the dry and wet nacre 
matrices shows that the wet matrix is relatively softer than the dry matrix (compare the 
Young’s moduli 4.6 GPa for the dry and 1.4 GPa for the wet matrix), and therefore can 
facilitate the sliding of the platelets (15). Similar behavior is also observed in collagen 
fibrils with varying densities of the cross-linkers between the tropocollagen molecules 
(11, 16). As shown in Figure 1-2, increasing the density of the cross-links hinders the 
relative sliding of the tropocollagen molecules and increases the stretching of the 
tropocollagen molecules. Therefore, collagen fibrils show increasing stiffness 
proportional to the density of the cross-linkers (16).  
 
Figure 1-2: Atomistic simulations of tensile stretching of collagen fibrils at varying densities of 
the cross-links. By increasing the density of the cross-links, the stiffness of the collagen fibril 
increases (adapted from (11)). 
In addition to the fibrous structures with aligned direction of the inclusions, the ECM in 
connective tissues is an example of the fibrous biomaterial with random orientation of the 
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fibers. ECM is a complex network of macromolecules that surrounds cells and provide 
structural support and integrity in the tissue. ECM has a key role in regulating the 
development and differentiation (17–19), proliferation (20–25), migration (26–28), and 
functions (29, 30) of the cells. Collagen fibers in the ECMs are interconnected by 
covalent bonds (induced by enzymes such as lysyl oxidase), chemical cross-linkers (such 
as glutaraldehyde, proteoglycan GAGs, and agarose) and physical interactions (such as 
chain entanglement, electrostatic forces, and van der Waals interactions) (31, 32). These 
possible mechanisms of cross-link are depicted in Figure 1-3.  
 
Figure 1-3: Possible mechanisms of cross-linking between collagen fibrils and fibers (reprinted 
from (31)). 
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In response to the external loadings, the collagen fibers within the ECMs can experience 
sliding, stretching, bending and buckling. The freedom of the fibers to adopt different 
modes of deformation leads to a “non-affine” deformation, which is a common property 
of the fibrous materials. Non-affinity means that the strains and deformations experienced 
by each fiber may differ from the rest of the fibers and the bulk matrix (33, 34). In other 
words, in a non-affine deformation, the local strains in the fibers are different from the 
macroscopic strain applied to the sample. A schematic showing a non-affine deformation 
of collagen gel in response to the shear strain is illustrated in Figure 1-4. Increasing the 
density of the cross-links in a collagen matrix, restricts the freedom of the fibers to slide 
and leads to higher stretches in the fibers (36). Therefore, as we increase the density of 
the cross-linkers, the matrix experiences stronger bulk-affine deformations and shows 
higher stiffness (35, 37, 38).  
 
  Figure 1-4: Non-affine deformation of fibrous materials in response to shear strain. (A) The 
affinity of the deformation can be obtained from the displacements of fluorescent beads 
embedded within the matrix. (B) Affinity is calculated by comparing the displacements of the 
beads with the displacement field obtained from simple shear deformation (reprinted from (35)). 
The force transmission mechanism mediated by the sliding and stretching of the fibers 
may also exist in similar fibrous biological structures. Tendon (composed of collagen 
fibrils cross-linked by proteoglycan GAGs) and the cytoskeletal component of the 
neuronal axons (composed of microtubules cross-linked by tau proteins) are two 
examples which adopt the similar mechanism to resist external deformations.  
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Tendon is composed of collagen molecules that assemble into collagen fibrils, which then 
bundle to form fibers and then fascicles. Collagen fibrils are surrounded by a non-
collagenous matrix, which consists of water and proteoglycans with their associated 
protein core and glycosaminoglycan (GAG) chains. Proteoglycan core proteins bind to 
collagen fibrils while their GAG chains span between the fibrils and bind with other 
GAG chains or proteoglycan core proteins on the adjacent fibril (39, 40).  
In the recent years, several studies have examined the mechanism of load transfer in 
tendon extracellular matrix (6, 41, 42). In particular, some studies have shown that 
collagen fibrils are continuous in the adult tendon, suggesting that the stretching of the 
fibrils is the main load transfer mechanism in tendon (43). Other studies have examined 
the tendon’s non-collagenous matrix, indicating the proteoglycan GAGs as a potential 
mechanism for load transfer. These studies have shown that under tensile loading, there is 
a discrepancy between the axial strains measured in the fibrils and applied to the tissue 
and this strain is compensated by interfibrillar sliding (44–46). Moreover, the structure 
and relative movements of stretched GAGs during mechanical relaxation tests suggest 
interfibrillar force transfer through a ratchet mechanism (42, 47, 48) and GAGs may act 
as interfibrillar links that regulate interfibrillar sliding (as shown in Figure 1-5). However, 
studies with enzymatic removal of GAGs have provided conflicting evidence concerning 
the role of GAGs in tendon mechanics (49–51).  
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Figure 1-5: Hierarchical structure of tendon (reprinted from (52)).   
In addition to the macromolecules, variation in the morphology of the fibrils is a potential 
alternative mechanism that influences the pathway of the load transfer between the 
fibrils. Collagen fibrils are predominantly aligned in parallel along the direction of 
loading, in the form of the well-organized bundles (53, 54). Among all the fibrils, 
electron microscopy has identified smaller diameter fibrils that traverse and bifurcate 
with larger diameter fibrils (42, 43, 55, 56). These thin fibrils bridging between aligned 
fibrils may regulate the interfibrillar sliding and contribute to the force transmission 
mechanism between fibrils (43) (Figure 1-6). 
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Figure 1-6: Fibril interweaving and bifurcation as potential pathways of load transfer between 
adjacent fibrils. (A) Evidence of small diameter fibrils interweaving around the larger diameter 
fibrils in mature rat tendon (reprinted from (43)) (B) Collagen fibril bifurcations in tendon. (a)-(f) 
Correspond to stacked images of the rat tail tendon samples, showing the appearance of two new 
fibrils (arrow and double arrow). (g)-(h) Reconstruction of the stacked images, showing the 
fusion of the small diameter fibrils in larger fibrils (reprinted from (55)) 
Axon is one-dimensional projection of neurons that transmits electrochemical neural 
pulses away from the cell body to other neurons. The axonal cytoskeleton consists of 
microtubules (MT), neurofilaments and microfilaments interacting through proteins 
associated with these filamentous structures (57). Among these components of the 
neuronal cytoskeleton, MTs serve both as organelle transport tracks and neuronal 
structural elements (58). MTs in the axon undergo periods of polymerization (growth) 
and depolymerization (shrinkage) regulated by tau proteins (59).  
Human tau proteins have six isoforms from 352 amino-acids for the shortest to 441 
amino acids for the longest versions. In the MT binding domain, 441 amino acid tau 
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possesses four positively charged repeats, each capable of making electrostatic ties with 
the negatively charged surface of the MTs. Preceding the MT binding domain, tau protein 
contains a positively charged proline-rich region (~100 amino acid long) and a negatively 
charged N-terminus (~100 amino acid long). Tau protein interacts with α-tubulin and β-
tubulin and stabilizes the assembly of the MTs. As it is argued in (60), the proline-rich 
region of a tau protein and the N-terminus of another tau can form an electrostatic 
“zipper” bond leading to the assembly of a dimer of the tau proteins, and by this means, 
cross-linking of the MTs (Figure 1-7).  
  
Figure 1-7: (A) Axon connects the cell body to the pre-synaptic terminals. (B) Micrograph 
showing the microtubules polymerized in the presence of the tau protein, depicting the 
interconnections produced by tau protein (reprinted from (61)). (C) A schematic representation of 
the axon, showing microtubules cross-linked by tau proteins and surrounded by lipid membrane. 
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The main goal of this thesis is to combine analytical and numerical techniques to 
elucidate the mechanical properties of fibrous structures with aligned and random 
orientations of fibers and explain elusive aspects of their behavior. The thesis is focused 
on three biological systems, two structures composed of aligned fibers (tendon and axon) 
and one structure with isotropic distribution of the fibers (collagen matrix). Different 
physical and biological problems, including insensitivity of the force transmission to the 
cross-linker's digestion, fluid movement throughout the fibrous tissues, structural damage 
caused by dynamic loadings and pathological processes induced by the nonlinear 
mechanical behavior of the fibrous materials are studied. The specific objective of each 
chapter is as follows: 
1.3.1 Effect of the Cross-link's Density on the Mechanical Properties of 
Tendon 
The mechanical response of fibrous structures such as tendon depends on their structural 
organization and physical quantities such as the cross-link's mechanical properties (in this 
case proteoglycan GAGs), density, and fiber’s geometry (length, diameter, and spacing of 
the collagen fibrils). One computationally efficient approach to assessing the 
performance of fibrous structures with aligned orientation of fibers is the shear-lag model 
(SLM), which focuses on the transfer of tensile stress from the matrix to fibers via 
interfacial stresses (62, 63). Given that tendon primarily experiences uniaxial loading, the 
SLM may be a useful tool in predicting its mechanics. Having an analytical model that 
can predict the dependence of these parameters can obviate the need for expensive 3D 
simulations and also provide physical insights into the role of different load bearing 
components. 
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In Chapter 2, the SLM is incorporated to determine the dominant mechanism of force 
transmission (such as sliding and stretching of fibers) as a function of the material 
properties of the fibrils and GAGs. Furthermore, the SLM is extended to examine the 
sensitivity of the tendon’s mechanical properties on the density of the interfibrillar cross-
links. The SLM and the results obtained in this chapter will be incorporated in the 
subsequent chapters (Chapter 3 and Chapter 4), where sliding of the fibers can lead to 
poroelastic and viscoelastic effects in the behavior of fibrous structures.   
1.3.2 Micromechanical Poroelastic Properties of Tendon Under Tensile 
Loading 
Poroelasticity is a term used to describe the interaction between solid and fluid. In the 
microstructural composition of fibrous structures like tendon, the non-collagenous matrix 
is saturated with fluid. Pressurization of this fluid caused by the displacements of the 
fibers can lead to an interstitial flow from a high pressure region to a low pressure region. 
Previous experimental studied have shown that, under tensile loading, tendon exhibits 
shrinkage of volume (64) and fluid exudation to the surrounding medium (65, 66). By 
defining the Poisson’s ratio as (𝜈'(( = (1 − Δ𝑉/(𝜀𝑉.)	)/2)), where (Δ𝑉/𝑉. < 0) is the 
negative relative volume change at a tensile strain (𝜀), the Poisson’s ratio for tendon is 
expected to be larger than 0.5. In agreement, reported Poisson’s ratio for tendon are 
1.65±0.35 for human hip joint ligament (67), 2.98±2.59 for sheep flexor tendon (68), and 
0.7±0.52 for rat tail tendon fascicles (69). Understanding the poroelastic response of 
tendons is therefore important to fully describe its material behavior from the macro to 
microstructural levels. 
Modeling tendon as a distribution of fibrils embedded in a poroelastic matrix where the 
matrix adopts a Poisson’s ratio within the range of the homogeneous isotropic materials 
(i.e. 0–0.5), predicts that tendons swell during tensile loading by absorbing fluid from the 
surrounding medium. This behavior is in contrast to the above experimental results (64–
66). To overcome this contradiction in previous poroelastic studies, the measured 
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macroscopic Poisson’s ratio for the whole tendon (2.5 for sheep flexor (70) and 1.7 for 
rat tail (71)) was input as the microscopic Poisson’s ratio for the extracellular matrix 
(ECM). These large Poisson’s ratios for the ECM lead to the shrinkage of the matrix 
under tensile loading, and as a result, such models are capable of explaining the fluid 
exudation, although a concrete justification to equate the tendon and ECM Poisson’s 
ratios have not been presented. Also these models are unable to predict the nonlinear 
variation of the Poisson’s ratio with strain; experiments have shown that tendons exhibit 
a large Poisson’s ratio (~6) at low strains that decays at high strains (72). 
In Chapter 3, we incorporate Finite Element Analysis to show that the potential 
interfibrillar-linking contribution of macromolecules such as GAGs and the bridging thin 
fibrils (as discussed in Figure 1-6), leads to the fluid exudation and the Poisson’s ratio 
larger than 0.5 under tensile loading. We further extend our SLM by considering 
poroelastic behavior for the non-collagenous matrix. With this framework, we derive the 
forces that interfibrillar-links are exerting on the matrix and see how these forces result in 
matrix volume changes and fluid exudation.  
1.3.3 Viscoelastic Properties Arising from Dissipative Processes in the 
Load Transfer Mechanism  
Viscoelastic properties can arise from a series of dissipative events occurring at different 
levels of the material’s microstructure. Uniaxial mechanical testing of viscoelastic 
materials shows stress-strain curves which are rate-dependent and vary with the velocity 
of the applied deformation. One fibrous structure that exhibits strong viscoelastic 
behavior is axon. It has previously been shown that the overall response of the axon to 
mechanical forces during stretch and stretch growth is viscoelastic (73, 74). This 
observed viscoelastic response has been modeled by treating the axon with spring and 
dashpot models that do not account for the internal structure (73, 74).  
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Viscoelasticity of the axon leads to a peculiar rate-dependent vulnerability to dynamic 
loadings caused by brain injury. To examine the immediate effects of dynamic stretching 
of axons, experimental studies have used micropatterned cell culture systems (75–79). 
These studies have shown that, under slow loading rates of stretch (strain rates 0.01sec-1), 
axons easily tolerate stretching up to twice their original length and recovered back to 
their pre-stretch length with no evidence of damage. However, under dynamic loading 
conditions (strain rates > 26 sec-1), multiple regions of undulating distortions were 
observed along the length of the axons (75). Interestingly, significant alterations of 
microtubule configurations were found in the undulated regions of the axon. Specifically, 
physical breaks of microtubules were observed at the peak of the undulations, with the 
conspicuous free ends displaying a frayed appearance similar to a microtubule 
undergoing catastrophic depolymerization (Figure 1-8). The breaking and buckling of 
microtubules were found to physically impede relaxation of the axon until the regional 
microtubules were subsequently chemically depolymerized (4). Notably, undulating 
axonal profiles are also found in the white matter acutely following TBI in humans (79), 
suggesting the same mechanical mechanism of cytoskeletal disruption occurs in real-
world conditions. 
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 Figure 1-8: Experimental results for injury of cultured 2 mm-long axons (76). (A) 
Controlled air pulse (with duration <50 msec) is applied to the axon, and the increase in the 
length is used to infer tensile stretch of the axon. Due to the interruption of the axonal transport, 
swelling starts to appear at the end of the broken MTs (asterisk) (B) The swelling grows and 
becomes more apparent in the TEM micrographs (taken at 1–2 hrs after injury). scale bars= 500 
nm. reprinted from (76). 
In Chapter 4, we develop a viscoelastic micromechanical model of the axon to study its 
response to dynamic loading and examine the mechanism behind this mechanical 
breaking of microtubules. Our model consists of a bundle of MTs cross-linked through 
tau proteins, mimicking the normal microstructural architecture in vivo (80). While we 
treat microtubules as elastic elements, the tau protein is treated as a viscoelastic spring, 
based on previous characterization (81). The viscosity of tau representing the rate 
dependence of the breaking of intramolecular bonds in the protein has been recently 
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measured using single-molecule force spectroscopy studies (81). By including these 
components, we derive a set of coupled partial differential equations to study the 
competition between stretching of the microtubules and the sliding of microtubules 
relative to their neighbors, mediated by the stretching of the tau proteins. We find that the 
former dominates over the latter at large strain rates, providing a quantitative mechanism 
of why microtubules can break, in spite of being much stiffer than the other cytoskeletal 
components. We also predict the critical strain rate at which microtubules break as a 
function of their length by only using material parameters determined from experimental 
measurements (82–85). 
1.3.4 Nonlinear Mechanics of Fibrous Matrix Promotes Cell Invasion in 
Tumors 
The structural organization of the fibers in the ECM, plays a crucial role in determining 
the mechanical properties of tissues. The interaction between collagen and cells depend 
on the mechanical and microstructural properties of the matrix such as matrix rigidity 
(86, 87), fiber alignment (88–90), interfibrillar pore size (91) and density of cell adhesive 
ligands (92). Collagen fibers in ECMs are oriented randomly in the absence of external 
stresses. During uniaxial stretching of the collagen matrix, at tensile strains below a 
critical threshold (typically ~5%), the matrix shows “non-affine” deformation, meaning 
that the bending and sliding of the fibers are the dominant contributors to the stiffness of 
the matrix. Beyond the critical strain, the fibers become aligned with the direction of the 
maximum principal stretch (93). Moreover, the measurements of the affinity have shown 
that the matrix fibers experience higher levels of stretch (35, 94). With increased loading, 
the fibrous matrix exhibits stronger nonlinear behavior, becomes considerably aligned 
(anisotropic) and “strain-stiffen” in the direction of the maximum principal strain (93, 
95). Strain-stiffening refers to the increase in the stiffness of the matrix due to the 
transition from random to aligned fiber arrangement Figure 1-9A, B.  
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Figure 1-9: (A) Nonlinear stress-strain curves obtained by shear rheology of the collagen matrix. 
(B) Similar behavior is observed from discrete collagen network simulations of the collagen 
matrix with different concentrations (C) fibers surrounding cells embedded in the ECMs are 
aligned under the influence of the cell contractility. 
Fiber alignment and strain-stiffening of the matrix, allows cells to remodel their 
surrounding microenvironment and perform physiological functions (Figure 1-9C). It has 
been suggested that the fiber alignment promotes the extent of the displacement 
propagation from the cell boundary into the surrounding matrix and by this means, 
enhances the communication between the individual cells (93). Fiber alignment also 
plays a crucial role in cell invasion from primary tumors in the early stages of metastasis. 
Cells within tumor spheroids are held together by strong cadherin-mediated junctions 
which preserve the integrity of clusters against external perturbations (96, 97). At the 
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periphery of the spheroid, cells can sense and respond to the stiffness of the matrix by 
forming actin-rich focal adhesions with the matrix ligands. Cell invasion from tumor 
clusters is mediated by an intricate intercoupling between intracellular forces (such as cell 
contractility) and extracellular forces (adhesions and protrusions) that depend on the 
stiffness of the surrounding stroma and the alignment of matrix fibers. Previous 
experimental studies have examined the influence of these components on the migratory 
behavior of cells during invasion. For example, cell contractility is required to break cell-
cell adhesions and drive the invasion of cells within the matrix (88, 98, 99). On the other 
hand, the rate of invasion is largely controlled by extracellular factors like the stiffness 
and the composition of the ECM (27, 100–102). In addition, the crosstalk between 
extracellular matrix and intracellular contractility mediated by mechanosensory signaling 
pathways have also implicated in metastasis. For example in malignant tumors, the 
activity of Rho (myosin GTPase which regulates the activity of myosins) is elevated in 
proportion to the stiffness of the surrounding matrix (23, 103) and inhibition of ROCK 
(Rho-associated protein kinase), has been known to reduce the invasiveness of tumors, 
(98, 104, 105) demonstrating that mechanosensory signaling mechanisms such as Rho-
pathways are key promoters of cell invasion (106). 
In Chapter 5, we present a mechano-chemical model to study cell invasion from tumor 
clusters, with the main focus on the role of the nonlinear mechanics of matrix in 
providing the driving force for invasion. We identify a two-way feedback between stress-
dependent cell contractility and matrix properties including fiber realignment and strain-
stiffening and show that this mechanism is critical to predict several key features of 
invasion including the existence of a critical stiffness for invasion of cells, the positive 
correlation between the morphology of the invading cells and the degree of cell-induced 
fiber alignment.  
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Chapter 2 : Effect of the Crosslink 
Density on the Mechanical 
Properties of Tendon 
 
The structural arrangement of tendon components suggests that both collagen fibrils and 
the non-collagenous matrix may play a role in stress transfer during uniaxial loading. 
Although collagen’s contribution to tendon mechanical properties has been studied 
extensively (107–109), the role of GAG cross-linkers remains unclear. Thus, several 
studies have used computational methods to model load transfer in the interfibrillar 
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matrix (110, 111). Redaelli and colleagues evaluated the contribution of GAGs to stress 
transfer in tendons by introducing a piecewise linear stiffness for the GAGs in their 
micromechanical tendon fiber model (111). In particular, a multi-scale approach was 
utilized where the elastic properties of the GAGs were computed using molecular 
dynamics simulations in a 3D computational analysis to simulate stress-strain curves, as 
well as shear and tension profiles along the fibrils. The stress-strain curves show a clear 
nonlinearity in the stress-strain curve at 2% strain. While this work provides important 
insights into load transfer and also considers variation of parameters, the range of fibril 
lengths considered (50-300nm) is smaller than the typical length of fibrils (> 1mm) in 
adult tendon. In another study, Fessel and Snedeker developed a nice model containing a 
microstructure with randomly distributed fibrils of different diameters (110). Results of 
their study showed that deletion of 80% of GAGs has a small influence on mechanical 
properties. However, no physical arguments were presented for the insensitivity of the 
response to GAG density, and their experiments showed smaller changes than their 
simulations. 
Therefore, the objective of this chapter is to investigate the contribution of structural 
elements to overall tendon mechanics using a modified SLM that accounts for 1) the 
piece-wise linear stiffness characteristics of GAGs, 2) changes in the length scales over 
which load is transferred as GAGs are deleted. By including these features that are not 
considered in SLMs developed to date, we aim to elucidate the mechanisms by which 
GAGs contribute to tendon mechanical properties, and to identify other contributors 
(fibril length, modulus, diameter, area fraction, nonlinear GAG mechanical properties, 
and GAG density) to tendon mechanics. 
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A shear-lag model (SLM) is implemented to describe the load transfer between fibrils 
and the GAGs. The model consists of uniform staggered fibrils interconnected with GAG 
cross-linkers that transfer the applied load via shear stress (Figure 2-1).  
 
Figure 2-1: The shear-lag model for tendon. The model consists of collagen fibrils (cyan) 
interconnected by proteoglycan GAGs (springs). A unit cell (red) with two neighboring fibrils is 
also shown. The force (𝐹), elongation (𝛥) behavior of the GAGs is also shown. Here, for 𝛥 ≤ 	𝛥7, 
the stiffness is negligible, while 𝐾9  denotes the stiffness when	𝛥 ≥ 	𝛥7. 
It is assumed that the fibrils are elastic with radius 𝑅( (typically 75 nm) and Young’s 
modulus 𝐸( (~1 GPa from (109)). In addition, it is assumed that GAG tensile strain 
follows a bilinear spring-like behavior, as observed in molecular simulations (111). This 
behavior arises from the highly coiled relaxed state of GAGs. When GAGs are stretched, 
they uncoil easily as this involves breaking of weak van der Waals/hydrogen bonds. 
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Molecular simulations show that the stiffness associated with breaking these bonds is 
𝛾9 = 800% (111). Above this value of critical strain, the energy needed to alter the 
covalent bonding energies (bond length and angles) increases significantly, leading to a 
substantial increase in stiffness, 𝐾9 =0.031 N/m. Since this stiffness is about six orders 
of magnitude larger than the stiffness in the coiled regime, we assume that 𝐾9 ≈ 0 when 
the strain is less than the critical strain for uncoiling 𝛾9 . Each fibril is surrounded by 𝛼 
near-neighbor fibrils, where an 𝛼 value of 4 and 6 corresponds to square and hexagonal 
distributions in the 3D space, respectively. The spacing between the fibrils and GAGs are 
denoted by 𝑑( and 𝑑9 , respectively. Following Redaelli et al., 𝑑9 = 68 nm, 
corresponding to D-period length. Further, each GAG is attached to the fibril at an angle 
𝛽 (Figure 2-1). The parameters that characterize the tendon microstructure are 
summarized in Table 2-1. A uniform staggered structure of fibrils with length 2𝐿 
interconnected with GAGs with 𝛼 = 4 is shown in Figure 2-1. The shear-lag model 
consists of collagen fibrils (cyan) interconnected by proteoglycan GAGs (springs). A unit 
cell (red) with two neighboring fibrils is also shown. The force (𝐹), elongation (𝛥) 
behavior of the GAGs is also shown. Here, for Δ ≤ 	ΔF, the stiffness is negligible, while 
𝐾9  denotes the stiffness when	𝛥 ≥ 	𝛥7. The Cartesian coordinate system is placed at the 
center of each fibril such that the 𝑥-axis is oriented longitudinally along the fibril. A unit 
cell comprised of two neighbor fibrils (denoted by subscripts 1 and 2) with 0 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 𝐿 is 
used to analyze load transfer between the fibrils and the GAGs. 
The mechanical response is computed by imposing an overall strain on the structure and 
computing the resulting stress; specifically, we apply the boundary conditions 
𝑢I 𝑥 = 0 = 0 and 𝑢J 𝑥 = 𝐿 = 𝜀𝐿. At the force-free ends of fibrils 1 and 2, the 
boundary conditions 𝜎I 𝑥 = 𝐿 = 0 and 𝜎J 𝑥 = 0 = 0 are applied. Since the GAGs 
with an initial length of  𝑙. can stretch by an amount 𝛥7 = 𝛾7	𝑙. without any applied 
force, the overall structure can sustain a critical strain below which the stress is zero. This 
critical strain can be obtained by equating the applied elongation, 𝜀7𝐿, in the unit to the 
force-free elongation of the GAGs, which leads to the relation: 
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Note that this condition leads to a “toe” in the stress-strain curve that depends on the 
length of the fibrils and occurs at a larger value of overall strains when the fibrils are 
short. Beyond this critical level of strain, the stresses in the structure can be computed by 
modifying the SLM to account for the force-free elongation of the GAGs. By imposing 
the condition of mechanical equilibrium, the normal stress 𝜎(𝑥), and shear stresses 𝜏(𝑥) 
at the surface of each fibrils of the unit cell (subscripts 1 and 2) can be related through the 
conditions: 
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where the shear stress is determined by the extensions in the GAGs through the relation:  
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Combining Eqs. (2-2) and (2-3) and expressing 𝜎(𝑥) in terms of the displacements, the 
governing coupled ordinary differential equation for the longitudinal displacements of the 
GAGs (𝑢N(𝑥), 𝑖 = 1,2) can be obtained:  
−2Lc
2 d 2u1(x)
dx2
= u2 (x)− u1(x)−γ Gl0
 
2Lc
2 d 2u2 (x)
dx2
= u2 (x)− u1(x)−γ Gl0                   (2-4) 
Here, the characteristic length over which the load is transferred from the GAGs to the 
fibrils (to be discussed below) is given by: 
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Note that here we have obtained this length scale in terms of the stiffness of the GAGs, 
their spacing, their orientation and the modulus and the size of the fibrils. The sensitivity 
of the mechanical response to the density of GAGs can be understood by studying the 
variation of this length scale with GAG spacing, 𝑑9 .  
Solving Eq. 2-4, subject to two traction-free and two displacement boundary conditions, 
displacement of a point 𝑥 on the fibrils can be obtained as: 
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The distributions of the normal and shear stresses on the fibril can be obtained: 
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These equations show that stress is transferred from the GAGs to the fibrils over a length 
scale of 𝐿7. Finally, since the effective stress in the structure is the ratio of the average 
fibril force over the total cross-section area, the elastic modulus of the structure can be 
written as: 
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where 𝛷 denotes the area fraction of the fibrils (the ratio of the total fibril area and the 
total cross-sectional area). Further, Eq. (2-10) shows that the Young’s modulus of the 
structure depends only on the normalized fibril length 𝐿/𝐿7 and the critical strain 𝜀7 =
𝛾9𝑙./𝐿	, emphasizing that fibril length plays a crucial role in determining the mechanical 
response of the tendon.  
 
L  fibril half-length 
fE  fibril Young’s modulus 
fd  fibril spacing 
fR  fibril radius 
GK  GAG stiffness 
Gd  GAG spacing 
Gγ  GAG initial force-free elongation 
β  GAG-fibril angle 
0l  GAG- initial length 
α  fibril number of the closest-neighbors 
φ  fibril volume fraction 
Table 2-1: List of symbols used in the modified shear-lag model. 
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2.3.1 Effect of GAG Digestion on the Tendon Young’s Modulus  
The effects of crosslinker digestion are evaluated by scaling the value of 𝐿7 by 
2/(1 − 𝑘) − 1 I/J, where 𝑘 is the fraction of the GAG deletion. We have plotted the 
stress-strain curves for tendons containing long (2𝐿 =10000 µm) and short (2𝐿 =100 
µm) fibrils for different vales of 𝐿7 (Figure 2-2). We find that when the fibril lengths are 
small, the stress-strain curves are very sensitive to the value of 𝐿7 (and hence the density 
of crosslinks), whereas the stress-strain curves are nearly independent of 𝐿7 for large 
fibril lengths. For example, assuming 𝐸( =1.0 GPa, 𝑅 =75 nm, 𝛽 = 𝜋/3 and 𝛼 =4, 
𝐿7 =3.1 µmm, by deleting 50% and 90% of GAGs (corresponding to 𝐿7 value of 5.5 and 
13.5µm), the decrease in the total stiffness at strain 𝜀 =0.1 is 7.5 and 19%, respectively 
for short fibril length, while for longer fibrils, GAG digestion in both cases only 
decreased the total stiffness by less than 0.5%. To examine the dependence of the elastic 
modulus of the tendon 𝐸	on 𝐿7, we varied the fibril lengths and GAG densities. For fibril 
lengths greater than 5000 µm, the variation of 𝐸	with the change in 𝐿7 (and hence the 
GAG density) is almost negligible (less than 2%). However, for fibrils approximately 500 
µm in length, this difference ranges between 10 and 40%. It should be noted that 𝐸 
increases with the increase in the value of 𝐿/𝐿7	 , and saturates at 𝐸/(𝜙𝐸() =1. For 
example, if 𝐿7 =1.3 µm, then 𝐸/(𝜙𝐸() > 0.9 for a shorter fibril (𝐿 >150 µm) and, 
𝐸/(𝜙𝐸() >0.99 for a longer fibril (𝐿 > 2000 µm). These findings suggest that cross-
linker density should have very little influence on the mechanical properties of the tendon 
when the fibril lengths are large.  
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Figure 2-2: Stress-strain curves obtained for tendon with different fibril lengths. Fibril lengths 
are (A) 100 µm and (B) 10000 µm as a function of 𝐿F (𝑙. = 𝑑( =100 nm). (C) Variation of 
𝐸/(𝜙𝐸()of the tendon with different fibril lengths at fixed applied strain,	𝜀 =	0.1. 
2.3.2 Contribution of GAG Depending on the Fibril Length 
To gain a physical understanding of why the stiffness of tendons with long fibrils is 
insensitive to deletion of GAGs, we consider the stretch in a fibril as a function of the 
distance from its force-free end before and after GAG deletion in Figure 2-3. When the 
fibrils are long, the stress increases from the free end of the fibril over a length scale of 𝐿7 
from a value of zero to the maximum value ~𝐸(𝜀 , at which points all the load is borne 
by the fibrils. Here the GAGs are strained only in the vicinity of the free ends of the 
fibrils over the same length scale, 𝐿7. When GAGs are deleted, 𝐿7 increases but if 
𝐿 ≫ 𝐿7, the load is still borne by the fibrils over a significant length (~L). However, 
when ~L is comparable to or smaller than 𝐿7, the load is primarily borne by the GAGs. 
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Deleting the GAGs then leads to a significant drop in the elastic modulus of the tendon as 
the load-bearing components are digested. 
 
Figure 2-3: The distribution of normal stress along the fibrils for intact and GAG-depleted 
models. The normal stress generated in the short fibrils is smaller compared to the in long fibrils. 
In addition, most of the GAGs in the long fibrils are unstrained, while for short fibrils all of the 
GAGs carry significant load and are elongated. As a result, deletion of GAGs in short fibrils 
results in removal of load-bearing elements and a reduction in the modulus, 𝐸. Alternatively, 
GAG deletion in long fibrils does not result in removal of significant load bearing elements over 
the lengths of the fibrils. 
2.3.3 Effect of the GAG Force-Free Elongation on Tendon Young’s 
Modulus 
As noted previously, the elastic modulus of the tendon depends on two dimensionless 
parameters, 𝐿/𝐿7 and 𝜀7. The latter depends on the GAG force-free elongation, which 
was estimated as 800 % from molecular simulations (111). This estimate depends on the 
dynamics of the molecular interactions assumed in the simulations. Here we evaluate the 
importance of the force-free elongation 𝛾9  on tendon mechanics.  The stress-strain curves 
for long (2𝐿 =10000 µm) and short fibrils (2𝐿 =100 µm) as a function of the force-free 
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strain are plotted in Figure 2-4A, B. The corresponding plot of the elastic modulus for 
different lengths of the fibrils is in Figure 2-4C. We find that the stress-strain curves for 
long fibrils are not sensitive to force-free elongation (Figure 2-4A), while the extent of 
the toe region increases with increasing values of 𝛾9  for short fibrils (2𝐿 =100 µm), 
(Figure 2-4B). Our simulations show that tendons with fibril lengths greater than 500 µm 
exhibit a change in 𝐸	of less than 5% for 0 < 𝛾9 <1500% (Figure 2-4C). However, for 
tendons containing short fibrils (2𝐿 =100 µm), varying 𝛾9  altered modulus to 
approximately 20%. These findings suggest that the dependence of the extent of the toe 
region and the Young’s modulus on force-free strain	𝛾9  is minimal for long fibrils and 
more significant for shorter fibrils.  
 
Figure 2-4: Variation of the tendon Young’s modulus for different fibril length as a function of 
force-free strain. Stress-strain curve for tendon with (A) long 2𝐿 =10000 µm and (B) short 2𝐿 = 
100 µm fibrils. (C) 𝐿F =3.1µm and 𝑙. = 𝑑( =100 nm and the applied strain is 𝜀 =0.1. 
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This chapter aimed to elucidate the mechanisms by which load is transferred in tendon 
using a modified SLM. Using previously reported values of fibril morphology and 
structure, we created a computationally efficient analytical model that approximates full 
tendon mechanical properties based on structural interactions, specifically between 
fibrils, interfibrillar matrix, and GAGs. Our model is able to predict the nonlinearity in 
the stress-strain curve of tendon, as well as give closed-form expressions for the position 
of the toe region, the tension and shear stress profiles along the fibril, and the modulus, 
all as a function of microstructural parameters. 
Our model showed that GAG removal did not have an effect on simulations only when 
fibril lengths are large, providing a physical explanation for the dependence of GAG 
sensitivity on fibril lengths. Our results demonstrated that fibril length is a critical 
predictor of GAG sensitivity on mechanical properties. In adult tendons, collagen fibrils 
are very long (43), which could explain why several experimental studies that remove 
GAGs do not detect large differences in tendon mechanical properties. Our model 
provides a physical explanation for the insensitivity of mechanical properties in the limit 
of large fibril lengths. As the GAG density is reduced, the load is transferred from one 
fibril to the other over a length scale inversely proportional with the square root of GAG 
density. In long fibrils, this length scale can be small compared to the fibril length even 
when 90% of GAGs are removed. However, when the fibrils are small, this length scale 
can be large compared to the fibril length, making mechanical properties sensitive to 
GAG removal.  
While our model provides simple closed-form expressions for important parameters of 
tendon mechanics, this study is not without limitations. The effects of more sophisticated 
fibril morphology and movements, such as crimping, sliding, re-alignment, and 
bifurcations were not considered. Our simulation also treats the matrix as a single value, 
rather than the combination of a number of proteins that contribute to the tensile strength 
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of the tissue. Finally, the primary finding that fibril length may determine the influence of 
GAGs on load transfer in the tendon, is consistent with all available information but has 
not been verified experimentally. Future studies will aim to confirm these results in 
development and injury, where fibrils may not be functionally continuous. In addition, 
we will explore other contributors to tendon mechanics such as viscoelasticity and fibril 
branching, re-alignment, sliding, and crimping. This is the first study to use a modified 
SLM to study the contributions of the collagenous and non-collagenous matrices to 
tensile mechanics in tendon using a realistic piece-wise linear model for the mechanical 
response of GAGs obtained from molecular simulations (111). In addition, we have 
provided a physical explanation to GAG insensitivity of the overall stress-strain response 
of the tendon that we plan to verify with future experimental studies. 
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Chapter 3 : Micromechanical 
Poroelastic Properties of Tendon 
Under Tensile Loading 
 
The biphasic behavior of tendon components implies that both collagen fibrils and the 
non-collagenous matrix play a role in stress transfer during uniaxial loading (43, 49, 50, 
112–116). As discussed in section 01.2, proteoglycans (PGs) interact with and bind to 
type I collagen fibrils (40, 47) at discrete sites with their protein cores, and their 
associated glycosaminoglycans (GAGs) extend into the interfibrillar matrix (39, 40, 117, 
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118). Evidence for binding of the GAG chains to certain domains on like molecules or to 
each other (119–122) suggests that GAGs may act as interfibrillar-links that contribute to 
fibril-fibril communication. Although in Chapter 2, we showed that the contributions of 
PG-associated GAGs are greatest in the context of short, discrete fibrils likely during 
tendon development and healing, experimental studies in mature uninjured tendons have 
shown that, enzymatic digestion of GAGs does not induce changes in mechanical 
stiffness (49, 50, 110, 123, 124). Still, the potential interfibrillar-linking role of secondary 
collagen fibers such as type VI and XII or other molecules such as elastin (125, 126) 
must be considered.  
The objective of this chapter is to develop a micromechanical poroelastic model to (1) 
explain the experimental observation of large Poisson’s ratios and its variation with strain 
and (2) quantify fluid flow directionality and velocity along fibrils. Our model is based 
on the force transmission between the fibrils through interfibrillar-linking elements which 
are modeled as elastic springs. These interfibrillar-linkers can represent thin fibrils that 
are bridging between the aligned fibrils or GAGs and other potential interfibrillar-linking 
elements such as collagen type VI and XII. Given the uncertainty in the current literature 
about the frequency and stiffness of the bridging fibrils, we perform a parametric study 
on the elastic stiffness and density of these interfibrillar-linkers. To produce the 
interfibrillar sliding, fibrils in our model are modeled as discontinuous elements 
embedded in the ECM. In this setting, under tensile loading, the relative displacement 
between the adjacent fibrils can represent the interfibrillar strain as observed in the 
experimental results. The importance of the current model is in part to show that while 
the Poisson’s ratio of the tendon constituents such as collagen fibril and matrix can be 
within the range of the homogenous isotropic materials (i.e. 0–0.5), yet the macroscopic 
Poisson’s ratio is larger than 0.5. We used a two-prong approach, incorporating both a 
three-dimensional finite element model to predict the tendon Poisson’s ratio and the fluid 
flow direction and velocity, as well as a simple shear lag model to explain the 
micromechanical mechanism behind the observed Poisson’s ratio variation with strain. 
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3.2.1 Poroelastic Finite Element Model 
Our finite element method (FEM) tendon model is comprised of (i) a staggered 
distribution of collagen fibrils, (ii) interfibrillar-linking elements between the fibrils 
which can represent bridging fibrils or GAGs, and (iii) the ECM that envelopes all of the 
components (Figure 3-1). In this model, fibrils are assumed to be 1-D elastic elements 
(with Young’s modulus,𝐸( and Poisson ratio,𝜈( ) with length (𝐿), radius (𝑅() and center–
to–center distance of (𝑑(). The interfibrillar-linkers are also modeled as elastic springs 
with stiffness (𝐾) and spacing (𝑑) along the length of the fibrils (Table 3-1).  
 
symbol definition value reference  
𝐿 fibril length 100 µm (121) 
𝐸( fibril Young’s modulus 2 GPa (121) 
𝜈(, 𝜈Y  fibril and matrix Poisson’s ratio 0.3 (127) 
𝐺Y matrix shear modulus 0.15-0.5 MPa (68, 71, 128, 129)  
𝑑( fibril center–to–center spacing 300 nm (121) 
𝑅( fibril radius 100 nm (121) 
𝐾 GAG stiffness 0.033 N/m (121) 
𝑑 GAG spacing 68 nm (121) 
𝑘 matrix permeability 3.08e-14 m4/Ns (71) 
𝑛 matrix porosity 2/3 (71, 130) 
Table 3-1: Definitions and values for symbols used in the model. 
The third component, the ECM, is modeled as a biphasic porous material that is saturated 
with fluid and is coherently bonded to the fibrils. By applying mechanical loading to the 
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ECM, a fluid pressure gradient is created resulting in movement of the fluid. Darcy’s 
Law was applied to connect the fluid flow velocity to the pressure gradient in the ECM:    
P
n
kV ∇−=                                                 (3-1) 
In this equation, 𝑉is the fluid velocity field (m/sec), 𝑃is the fluid pressure (Pa), 𝑘 is the 
ECM permeability (m4/Ns), and 𝑛	is the matrix porosity, defined as the volume fraction 
of the pores in the matrix. 
 
Figure 3-1: The poroelastic finite element model for tendon. (A) The model consists of staggered 
fibrils (red rods) interconnected with interfibrillar-linkers (springs) placed in a porous medium 
(cyan). The coordinate system is placed at the center of the model with 𝑥-axis directed along the 
fibril orientation, and 𝑦-axis perpendicular to it. (B) Under tensile loading, interfibrillar-linkers 
exert a compressive force to the biphasic medium (vertical arrows) and cause the fluid to flow 
radially outward from the encapsulated matrix.  
The fluid flow is related to the deformation of the material through the continuity 
equation:   
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∂
∂ Pk
t
volε                           (3-2) 
where 𝜀^_` is the volumetric strain of the matrix.  
In addition, the mechanical equilibrium equation should also be solved for the matrix 
0. * =∇ ijσ               (3-3) 
where 𝜎Na∗  is the effective stress and is defined by 
ijijij Pδσσ −=
*              (3-4) 
𝜎Na follows the Neo-Hookean constitutive law that allows the large distortions of the 
ECM in our model. The mechanical properties of the ECM, such as the shear modulus 
(𝐺Y) and the Poisson ratio (𝜈Y) have not been measured experimentally at this 
microstructural level, although by experimental fittings the matrix Young’s modulus 
(𝐸Y) is estimated to be 0.25 MPa (128) and 0.16 MPa (68), which for an isotropic 
behavior where 𝐺Y = 𝐸Y/2(1 − 𝜈Y), results in 𝐺Y =0.18 and 0.12MPa, respectively. 
Also in the previous biphasic modeling studies the estimated values of 0.1 MPa (71) and 
0.385 MPa (129) are used for 𝐺Y. In this model, we assumed the shear modulus to be 0.1 
MPa, which is within the range of reported values. For any initial and boundary 
conditions, Eqs. (3-2 to 3-4) can be evaluated to obtain the generated fluid pressure (𝑃) 
and the fluid velocity field (Eq. 3-1) in the ECM. 
The stiffness (𝐾) and spacing (𝑑) of the interfibrillar-linkers are entered in our model as a 
single variable (𝐾/𝑑) herein called the interfibrillar-linker elastic modulus. By 
considering the proteoglycan GAGs as the interfibrillar-linkers, following molecular 
simulation results (121), we use 𝐾 =0.033 N/m and 𝑑 =68 nm (with elastic modulus 
𝐾/𝑑 =0.48 MPa). For other mechanisms of the interfibrillar-linking, such as fibril 
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bridging, we performed a parametric study and vary 𝐾/𝑑 from 0.1 to 2.4 MPa to cover 
all the potential strengths and densities of the interfibrillar-linking elements.   
The model consists of 3-by-3 arrangement of fibrils with 100 nm gaps between the fibril 
ends (Figure 3-1). The width of the model is 𝑎 =600 nm and the overall length is ~250 
µm. The 𝑥–axis of the coordinate system is placed at the center of each fibril oriented 
along the fibril direction (−𝐿/2 < 𝑥 < 𝐿/2) and the	𝑦-axis origin is placed at the center 
of the model (−𝑎/2 < 𝑥 < 𝑎/2). 
3.2.2 Poroelastic Shear-lag Model 
Due to the periodic arrangement of fibrils in tendon (Figure 3-1), two neighboring fibrils, 
their interconnecting interfibrillar-linkers, and an elastic monophasic matrix enclosed 
between the fibrils (Figure 3-2) can be considered as the unit cell for the SLM. For an 
applied tensile stretch ofε , the displacement in each fibril is denoted by 𝑢I(𝑥) and 
𝑢J(𝑥), and their spacing is reduced from the initial value of 𝑑( to ℎ. 
 
Figure 3-2: The poroelastic shear-lag model for tendon. The unit cell consists of two neighboring 
fibrils whose interfibrillar-linkers are spaced by distance, 𝑑, and aligned at an angle 𝛽 to the 
fibrils. For an element of the matrix (cyan), axial and transverse strains, 𝜀ee (tensile) and 𝜀ff 
(compressive), act on the element. 
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The mechanical equilibrium in each fibril is derived from the force balance of fibril 
elements as 
)(4)()( 21 x
Rx
x
x
x
f
τ
π
σσ
−=
∂
∂
−=
∂
∂
                                                                        (3-7) 
where 𝜎I(𝑥) and 𝜎J(𝑥)are the tensile stresses in each fibril. 𝜏(𝑥) is the shear stress acting 
on fibrils and is composed of the force generated from the extension of the interfibrillar-
linkers and the shear stress due to the shearing of the encapsulated matrix. 
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𝛽(𝑥) is the rotated angle of the interfibrillar-linkers and is calculated by  
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Combining Eqs. (3-7, 3-8) results in the governing equation for the system,   
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Each element of the matrix experiences axial and transverse strains (Figure 3-2) that are 
perpendicular to each other. The transverse strain 𝜀ff is a compressive strain that is 
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caused by the transverse component of the interfibrillar-linker forces. It has a negative 
value and due to the periodic boundary condition is constant along the 𝑥–direction, 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ff
mf
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The reduced fibril spacing is related to the transverse strain by ℎ = 𝑑((1 + 𝜀ff), 
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The fibril displacements, 𝑢I(𝑥),	𝑢J(𝑥) , interfibrillar-linker angle, 𝛽(𝑥) and fibril 
spacing, ℎ are four unknowns of the model, and correspondingly Eqs. (3-9, 3-10 and 3-
14) give the four governing equations.  
The axial strain 𝜀ee is the average of the axial tensile strains in the two fibrils  
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The volume change of the matrix element and resultant Poisson’s ratio from the SLM, for 
the two components of the strain are defined as  
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Where 𝑉. and Δ𝑉 are the unit cell initial volume and the volume change, respectively. 
The effective Poisson’s ratio is defined by equating the model to the 2D simple tensile 
test: 
)1(
0
effV
V
νε −=
Δ                                  (3-17)    
Therefore, the Poisson’s ratio of the SLM can be derived as 
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3.3.1 Tendon Poisson’s Ratio under Tensile Loading 
A tensile strain of 𝜀 =3% at the strain rate of 𝜀 =0.01sec-1 is applied (Abaqus (v. 6.13), 
Dassault Systemes, Providence, RI) to the ends of the model and the simulations are 
repeated for the interfibrillar-linking elastic moduli ranging from 0.1 to 2.4 MPa. After 
each increment of the tensile stretch, the volume change of the model (𝛥𝑉/𝑉.) and the 
effective Poisson’s ratio (𝜈'(( which is the average of three Poisson’s ratios 𝜈fh, 𝜈ef, 𝜈eh) 
is calculated.  
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The tensile strain applied to the ends of the tendon is transferred between the fibrils 
through the extension of the interfibrillar-linkers and the shearing of the matrix, due to 
relative sliding of the fibrils. Meanwhile the force generated in the interfibrillar-linkers 
pulls the neighboring fibrils relative to each other, and squeezes the encapsulated matrix 
leading to the volume shrinkage and fluid exudation from the tendon (Figure 3-1B). The 
outcome of this volume shrinkage can be observed in the evaluated Poisson’s ratio 
(Figure 3-3). The FEM model predicts that the Poisson’s ratio is bigger than 0.5, which is 
indicative of a decrease in the volume (with 𝜈'(( > 0.5, the volume change is negative 
𝛥𝑉 <0) and fluid exudation. The Poisson’s ratio has a nonlinear variation with strain 
with large values at small strains (1–1.5%), followed by a drop for larger strains.  
 
Figure 3-3: Predicted Poisson’s ratio for varying interfibrillar-linker elastic moduli. 
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3.3.2 Interfibrillar Fluid Pressure in the Tendon under Tensile Loading 
The pressure generated in the tendon at this tensile strain is positive (Figure 3-4A) and is 
the driving force for the fluid exudation from the core of the tendon to the surrounding 
medium. In Chapter 2 , we found that the extension of the interfibrillar-linkers is stronger 
at the end of the fibrils where the relative fibril sliding is the predominant mechanism for 
the load transfer. In proportion to the interfibrillar-linker extension, the generated positive 
pressure is maximum at the fibril ends (𝑥 = 0, 𝐿/2) where fibrils are sliding (Figure 
3-4A, B), and is minimum in the interior point (𝑥 = 𝐿/4) where the extension of the 
interfibrillar-linkers is small. This fact will result in a higher fluid velocity at the fibril 
ends, which is discussed in the next section. 
In all points along the model, the width of the tendon is reduced from the initial value of 
(𝑎), indicating that the interfibrillar-linkers are pulling the fibrils relative to each other 
and are contracting the tendon (Figure 3-4A, C). In consistency with the shear lag model 
where the interfibrillar-linker force is larger at the fibril ends (in this case point 𝑥 = 𝐿/2), 
the tendon shrinkage is also larger where the fibrils ends are located (𝑑I/𝑎 which is at 
point 𝑥 = 𝐿/2) and smaller at the other points (𝑑J/𝑎 which is at point	𝑥 = 𝐿/4). 
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Figure 3-4: Pressure distribution obtained by the poroelastic tendon model. (A) The deformed 
shape of a longitudinal cross-section (at 𝑦 = 0) at 3% strain and 𝐾/𝑑 =0.48. The contour colors 
show the generated pressure in the tendon. The tendon width at two points 𝑥 = 0, 𝐿/2	 and 𝑥 =
𝐿/4, is denoted by 𝑑I and 𝑑J, respectively. (B) The pressure profile along the centerline of the 
cross-section is positive, with larger values at fibrils ends where the forces in the cross-linkers are 
larger. (C) The contraction in tendon width is larger at fibril ends (𝑑I/𝑎) than the interior point 
(𝑑J/𝑎). 
3.3.3 Fluid Movement Throughout Tendon under Mechanical Loading 
In response to the generated positive pressure and the assumption that the tendon 
surrounding medium maintains a zero pressure, a pressure gradient between the tendon 
core and the surronding medium is generated. This pressure gradient causes the fluid to 
exude from the tendon and enter the medium (Figure 3-5). The fluid movement is 
directed radially from the tendon core to the outside, with the larger velocities at the outer 
edge of the tendon. In agreement with the pressure distribution (Figure 3-4), the fluid 
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flow velocity is largest on the cross-section (a) located near the fibrils ends. In this cross-
section, the interfibrillar sliding is larger and creates a larger pressure in the tendon. 
Next, we performed a parametric study to determine the fluid velocity exiting the tendon 
for varying values of interfibrillar-linker elastic moduli (Figure 3-5B), where the positive 
velocity indicates fluid exudation. As expected, fluid exudes faster for stiff interfibrillar-
linkers than soft ones, and this exudation is fastest at the fibril ends.  
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Figure 3-5: Fluid velocity obtained by the poroelastic finite element model. (A) Fluid movement 
pattern at a tensile strain of 3%, with a interfibrillar-linker elastic modulus 𝐾/𝑑 =0.48 MPa. The 
arrows indicate the fluid velocity field vector. Two transverse cross-sections (a) and (b) at the 
fibril ends (𝑥 = 0, 𝐿/2) and interior (𝑥 = 𝐿/4) points illustrate the fibril location specific fluid 
velocity magnitudes. The velocity magnitude is larger at cross-section (a), which is located near 
the fibril ends. (B) Fluid velocity at the surface of the tendon at a tensile strain of 3%, with 
varying interfibrillar-linker elastic moduli. The positive values indicate fluid exudation to the 
surrounding medium. 
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The stiffness (𝐾) and spacing (𝑑) of the interfibrillar-linkers enter in our FEM model as a 
single parameter (𝐾/𝑑) representing the elastic modulus of the interfibrillar-linker. In the 
case of the GAG interfibrillar-linkers, the stiffness (𝐾 =0.033 N/m calculated in (121)) 
and spacing (𝑑 =68 nm for fibril D-period) result in 𝐾/𝑑= 0.48 MPa which is tested in 
our FEM model. For the other mechanisms of the interfibrillar-linking such as the fibril 
bridging, the stiffness (𝐾) depends on the radius of the fibril bridge: 
f
f
d
ER
K
2π
=                        (3-20) 
Where 𝑅 is the radius of the bridging fibril. It should be noted that, here the Young’s 
modulus of the bridging fibril (𝐸( =1.5 GPa) is same as the aligned collagen fibrils.  In 
this case for each elastic modulus (𝐾/𝑑), the radius of the bridging fibrils can be 
calculated based on their spacing. In Figure 3-6, we present radius versus spacing of the 
interfibrillar-linking bridges for four values of 𝐾/𝑑 =2.40,0.48, 0.24 and 0.10 MPa tested 
in our model. Figure 3-6 shows that in order to maintain the same 𝐾/𝑑, by increasing the 
spacing between the bridging fibrils, the radius of the bridging fibrils needs to be 
increased correspondingly. 
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Figure 3-6: Radius versus spacing of the fibril interfibrillar-linkers.   
The finite element simulation incorporated fibrils interconnected by interfibrillar-linkers 
was able to predict the tendon volume shrinkage accompanied by fluid exudation. The 
Poisson’s ratio calculated by FEM was also larger than 0.5 and has a nonlinear rise and 
drop with the applied tensile strain, in agreement with the experimental studies. Although 
the FEM approach predicts the tendon behavior successfully, the micromechanical 
mechanism behind the variation of the Poisson’s ratio with strain can be understood more 
explicitly. To this end, we next extend our shear-lag model (SLM from Chapter 2) and 
include poroelastic properties for the non-collagenous matrix between the fibrils.  
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The Poisson’s ratio depends on the trace of the strain tensor (𝜀ee + 𝜀ff) (3-12 and 3-15), 
and consequently, the variation of the Poisson’s ratio with strain depends on the variation 
of 𝜀ee and 𝜀ff independently. For small tensile strains (𝜀 <0.05 in Figure 3-7A), 
interfibrillar-linkers are nearly perpendicular to the fibrils ( 0≈β  in Figure 3-2) and thus 
can exert large compressive strains (𝜀ff) on the matrix (Eq. 3-12). Due to the faster 
increase in (𝜀ff) compared to (𝜀ee) in this region. Conversely for the large strains 
(𝜀 >0.05), the tensile strain of the matrix (𝜀ee) has a monotonic linear increase with the 
applied strain, and can negate the effect of the compressive strain (𝜀ff). The outcome of 
these variations can be seen in the nonlinear variation of the Poisson’s ratio with strain. 
Initially, as the volume shrinkage is large, the Poisson’s ratio has a rapid rise with a peak 
value for small strains, followed by a decrease in the volume shrinkage and a nonlinear 
decrease for the larger strains (Figure 3-7B).  
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Figure 3-7: Poisson’s ratio predicted by the poroelastic shear-lag model (A) With increasing the 
applied strain, the tensile (𝜀ee) and compressive (−𝜀ff) strains increase and the Poisson’s ratio 
(𝜈'(() increases rapidly at low strains prior to decreasing at higher strains. (B) For the small 
tensile strain, interfibrillar-linkers exert a large compressive force to the ECM and cause a 
significant decrease in the volume and fluid exudation, while for the large strains, the force in the 
interfibrillar-linkers have decreased and the ECM element is under a tensile stretch and volume 
expansion. 
 
In this chapter, we developed a comprehensive microstructural model to explain the 
experimentally observed Poisson’s ratios in tendon. A model incorporating large 
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Poisson’s ratios and fluid movement is important to provide a further mechanistic 
understanding of how tendon responds to load from the macro- to microstructural levels. 
We showed the existence of a previously unappreciated structure-function mechanism 
whereby the Poisson’s ratio in tendon is affected by the strain applied and matrix 
properties, and together these features predict tendon volume shrinkage under tensile 
loading. Our FEM simulation, verified by the theoretical SLM, is capable of making the 
following key predictions: (1) Under tensile strain, interfibrillar-linkers pull the fibrils 
closer to each other generating a compressive force exerted on the encapsulated matrix, 
leading to the volume shrinkage and fluid exudation; (2) The Poisson’s ratio evaluated 
for the tendon is greater than 0.5 and has a nonlinear variation with the strain applied, in 
agreement with experimental observation (72). For small strains, when the interfibrillar-
linkers are still nearly perpendicular to the fibril, the Poisson’s ratio has a rapid rise to a 
maximum value. Conversely, for the large strains, the rotation of the interfibrillar-linkers 
causes a decrease in the compressive force exerted to the matrix, leading to a decline in 
the Poisson’s ratio; (3) Under tensile force, lateral fibril contraction generates a positive 
fluid pressure along the length of the tendon. This contraction and positive fluid pressure 
play the largest role at the points where the ends of the fibrils are located and are lowest 
in the interior regions; (4) The compressive force exerted by the interfibrillar-linkers to 
the ECM causes the enclosed fluid to exude from the tendon. The fluid flow is directed 
radially outward toward the surrounding medium and has a maximum value near the ends 
of the fibrils.  
In recent modeling works of random biopolymer networks, it has been shown that the 
interfibrillar-linkers interconnecting the fibers cause stress stiffening(131, 132), large 
Poisson’s ratio (133) and water exudation (134) under stretch. While the focus of these 
studies is to relate the fiber realignment to the observed physical phenomena, the 
importance of the current work is to obtain the same behavior for the aligned fibrils in 
consistent with the tendon morphology. In addition, in order to explain the large 
Poisson’s ratio for tendon and ligaments, Reese et al., (127) proposed a microstructural 
model where the large Poisson’s ratio was attributed to uncrimping of the fibers under 
tensile loading. Our current model presents an alternative mechanism, where the initial 
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crimped morphology of the fibrils is not required, and the contraction of the ECM and the 
large Poisson’s ratio is attributed to the compressive forces generated by the interfibrillar-
linking elements between the fibrils. Our FEM model predicts that the Poisson’s ratio of 
tendon is larger than 0.5, which is indicative of volume shrinkage and has a nonlinear 
variation with strain with large values at small strains (1–1.5%), followed by a decrease 
for larger strains. Our FEM simulation shows that this nonlinear behavior, which was 
already verified by tensile experiment results (72), is attributed to the rotation of the 
interfibrillar-linkers with strain. Previous work has shown that a ~3% tensile strain results 
in a positive fluid pressure in the center of the tendon (135). In agreement with our 
model, the pressure generated in the tendon at this tensile strain was also positive. This 
positive pressure was the driving force for the fluid exudation from the core of the tendon 
to the surrounding medium.  
 A potential limitation of our model is the representation of the interfibrillar sliding with 
uniform arrangement of the similar fibrils in the ECM. While in the current literature, the 
ends of the fibrils in mature tendons are not explicitly identified (53), the observed 
interfibrillar sliding in experimental studies (44–46) is a key mechanism that causes the 
fluid exudation and the large Poisson’s ratio in our model. While some studies have 
investigated the effect of the non-uniform staggering on the mechanical response of the 
elastic fiber-matrix composites (14), the poroelastic behavior remains unexplored. Our 
FEM results show that fluid flow is faster near the fibril ends, in proportion to the 
interfibrillar sliding. For a random staggering pattern, fibril ends are located in random 
points along the tendon and as a result, a more uniform fluid flow with a smaller velocity 
can be anticipated at these points. In addition, the variation of the fibril diameter along 
the length (136, 137) or uneven distribution of the interfibrillar linkage such as the 
prevalence of GAGs near the boundaries of a tendon can cause extra changes in the 
Poisson’s ratio and the fluid flow field. The points with larger diameters along the fibrils 
have bigger shear lag characteristic length (𝐿7 in Eq. 2-13) and impose larger extension in 
the interfibrillar-linkers. Consequently, interfibrillar-linkers in those regions would exert 
larger compressive force to the matrix and cause faster flow of fluid compared to the 
other points in the model. For the purpose of this study, we assumed that in the range of 
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the applied tensile strain (0–3%), the progressive rupture of the fibrils (138)  or the 
detachment and attachment of the protein interfibrillar-linkers from the fibrils (122, 139), 
have negligible effects on the mechanical response of the model and can be ignored. For 
the large strains (as an example, 15% for the extensor digitorum longus tendon (EDLT) 
(122))  the evolution of the microstructural fibrillar damage may contribute to the 
ultimate stress followed by a drop in the tendon stiffness, while in our FEM model, the 
applied tensile strain is kept between 0–3% to avoid the inevitable micromechanical 
failures observed in the larger strains (140) . Finally, our model incorporates a steady-
state poroelastic behavior where the dynamic effects caused by the viscoelasticity of the 
fibrils (107, 141)  or the matrix (139, 142)  are neglected. In the viscoelastic model, faster 
strain rates cause larger elongation in the fibrils followed by a gradual fluid exudation 
and stress relaxation (143) . 
Future work will investigate these mechanisms, as well as the effect of the ionic 
exchange (144) , viscoelasticity (70, 142, 143), collagen fiber crimp and re-alignment 
(112–115, 127, 145) and disorganization of collagen fibers (146) as they are all important 
factors that contribute to the overall tendon mechanical response. In addition, future 
studies can use this model to study the altered mechanical response in damaged, diseased 
and injured tendon (147–153). In addition, future work will investigate whether the fluid 
flow predicted has ramifications for shear stresses that tendon cells may experience and 
respond to during loading (70, 71, 154, 155). For example, fluid flow has been shown to 
induce changes in expression for genes involved with degradation (156), collagen 
remodeling (154), antifibrosis (157), ecto-ATPase activity (158) nitrous oxide (NO) 
production(159)  and calcium signaling (155)  in tendon. 
In conclusion, we present a novel approach to understanding tendon poroelasticity with a 
two-prong modeling approach incorporating both 3D finite element and analytical shear-
lag models. Our study used the unique microstructure of tendon to accurately predict 
interfacial shear stress and fluid flow behavior for tendon. Moreover, this model is 
capable of measuring and predicting the direction and velocity of fluid flow from the 
tissue under tensile loading and gives physical meaning to the experimental 
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determination of nonlinear Poisson’s ratios. This work not only presents a new 
microstructural understanding of tendon behavior to the field but may also serve as a 
guide for future models and experimental approaches in biomaterial design and tissue 
engineering for tendon. 
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Chapter 4 : Viscoelastic Properties 
of Axon Arising from Dissipative 
Processes in the Load Transfer 
Mechanism 
 
Traumatic brain injury (TBI) has recently become recognized as a major health issue, 
affecting over 1.7 million individuals each year in the US (160). As a biomechanical 
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injury, TBI is characterized by head rotational acceleration at the moment of impact, 
resulting in rapid deformation of the brain tissue (161). Axons in the white matter are 
particularly susceptible to damage under these dynamic loading conditions. TBI induces a 
spectrum of evolving pathological changes to axons that can lead to their degeneration or 
dysfunction which can last for several years after trauma (161–163). In particular, it has 
been observed that the axonal ultrastructure can rupture during dynamic loading at strain 
rates found in TBI, resulting in transport interruption (75, 76, 79). This mechanical 
vulnerability of axons is thought to be due to their uniquely viscoelastic properties, which 
can arise from the axonal cytoskeleton consisting of microtubule bundles that are cross-
linked by microtubule-associated protein (MAP), tau protein (Figure 1-7).  
Axons show significant ability to stretch under slow loading rates and peculiar 
vulnerability characterized by the rupture of the MTs under fast rates. In order to 
investigate the axonal damage, micropatterned cell culture has been used to mimic the 
tensile deformation experienced by the axons in human TBI (164–169). To characterize 
the mechanical damage to the axonal ultrastructure following stretch injury in vitro, 
longitudinal sections of the axons were examined using transmission electron microscopy 
(76). These experimental studies have shown that under slow tensile loading with a 
duration over seconds, axons can be stretched up to ~100% strain and recover back to 
their initial state without any change in the morphology (169). Alternatively, under fast 
strain rates of  >50 sec-1 relevant to TBI, components of the axons become stiffer and do 
not tolerate even low strain. Indeed, 5% or more tensile strain causes various MT ruptures 
at the microstructural level (167). Notably, these studies show that although microtubules 
are the stiffest structural components of axons (170), they become the “weakest link” at 
large strain rates (76). These studies also confirmed that near the broken end of the MTs, 
axonal swellings start to appear; a definite fact that the swellings are attributed to the 
rupture of the MTs as the tracks for chemical cargo transport.  
The vulnerability of the axon to high strain rates is indicative of a viscoelastic mechanical 
behavior (rate-dependent) which can arise from a series of dissipative events occurring at 
the level of the axonal cytoskeleton. For example, tau protein shows viscoelastic 
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behavior, in response to pulling at different velocities. Within the structure of the tau 
protein, intramolecular binding interactions between polypeptide regions promote a 
highly coiled structure composed of folded segments. By pulling the tau protein at high 
rates, these bonds resist the applied force and create substantial mechanical stiffness. On 
the other hand at slow pulling velocities, thermal fluctuations facilitate the breaking of 
the bonds and release the folded segments without any significant force (171).  
Moreover, experimental studies have also shown that binding and unbinding of the tau 
proteins to the MTs is highly dynamic. Indeed florescent microscopy studies have 
measured dwell time of ~4 sec for the tau proteins on the MTs (172) during which they 
can bind to other nearby tau proteins and promote the cross-linking of the MTs (60). 
These observations suggest that both the rate of the binding and unbinding and the 
strength of the formed tau dimers could directly influence the estimations of the ability of 
the tau proteins to rupture the MTs during injury. Alternatively, failure of the bonds 
between the connected tau proteins can facilitate sliding of the MTs and lead to the 
disintegration of the MT bundles. 
Overall, here we present a comprehensive model where in addition to the viscoelastic 
behavior, the failure of the bonds between paired tau proteins is incorporated, which can 
lead to translocation and dissociation of the MTs, as is observed following TBI. In 
particular, the model and governing equations are based on the ultrastructure of the axon 
and load transfer mechanisms. At different loading rates, we identify the spatial regions 
along the MTs where the connections between the tau proteins have failed. We also 
predict the critical strain rate at which microtubules break as a function of their length by 
only using material parameters determined from experimental measurements (82–85). In 
this regard, the importance of the current study is in part to identify the conditions that 
lead to either the rupture of the MTs versus the detachment of the MTs from the bundle. 
Among the different parameters that determine this outcome, we find that the rate of 
applied stretch and the lengths of the MTs play the most crucial roles.  
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As suggested by electron micrography studies (80), we assume a staggered distribution of 
MTs, where alternate rows of MTs are staggered with respect to their neighbors by a 
distance 𝐿 (Figure 4-1). For each MT, a hollow cylindrical cross-section with outer and 
inner radii 𝑅i and 𝑅j, respectively, and Young’s modulus 𝐸Y (typically 𝑅i =125 nm, 
𝑅j =7 nm and 𝐸Y =1.9 GPa, (82)) is assumed. Each MT is surrounded byα near-
neighbor MTs, where the 𝛼 value of 4 and 6 results in the square and hexagonal 
distribution of the MTs in the axon. The distance between neighboring MTs is denoted by 
𝑑k (typically 23–38 nm (84)) and the spacing between the adjacent tau proteins is 
denoted by 𝑑l (typically around 30 nm (83)). The reference coordinate system is placed 
at the center of the MTs, with the 𝑥-axis oriented along the length of the axon. For a 
periodic arrangement of MTs we can define a unit-cell consisting of two neighboring 
segments of MTs and their associated tau proteins as a representative of the whole model 
and perform simulations on this unit-cell (Figure 4-1C). Mimicking tensile loading of the 
axon during TBI, we apply a uniaxial tensile strain (𝜀) at a rate (𝜀) to the ends of the MTs 
in the unit-cell. 
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Figure 4-1: The microstructure of the axon consists of MTs of length 𝐿 cross-linked by tau 
proteins (springs). (A) The unit cell used in the mathematical analysis with staggered neighbors is 
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also shown. The free-body diagram shows the axial and shear components of forces acting on the 
MTs. (B) The longitudinal section of the axon model consists of MTs to which tau proteins bind 
and are linked to tau proteins on nearby MTs through an electrostatic zipper bond. (C) The unit-
cell used in this study, consists of two adjacent half-length MTs and their associated tau proteins. 
(D) A mechanical element representing the tau protein which is made up of two parallel springs. 
The red spring with stiffness (𝐾I) represents the stiffness of the tau backbone and the spring with 
stiffness (𝑚	𝐾J) represents viscoelastic stiffness of the intramolecular bonds within the tau 
structure. 
In our axon model, MTs are modeled as elastic elements, however, for the tau proteins, 
the elastic model (with fixed stiffness) cannot capture the rate-dependent mechanical 
response observed in recent experiments. In order to include the rate-dependent behavior 
of tau proteins, we modeled the tau protein using two parallel springs (Figure 4-1). The 
first spring with stiffness 𝐾I, represents the backbone stiffness of the tau protein and can 
be obtained by approximated freely joint chain model at small extensions. Following 
(173), by assuming the persistence length of 𝜉 =1nm, and the total length of 𝐿o =80 nm 
for the tau dimer zipper bond, the stiffness of the first spring 𝐾I, can be obtained from 
05.01 == ξd
B
L
TKK pN/nm                      (4-1) 
where 21104 −×=TKB  J. 
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Figure 4-2: The response of the tau protein to different pulling rates at five different strains, 𝜀I −
𝜀p. (Red	dots) Intramolecular bonds; (green	solid-curve) backbone of the tau protein. At slow 
strain rates, the intramolecular bonds rupture at smaller force levels (magnitude of the force is 
proportional to arrow	lengths), whereas at fast strain rates, larger force levels are needed to 
stretch the protein. (Blue	segment) Section of the protein backbone that stretches at fast rates of 
pulling, whereas its length is nearly constant at slow rates.  
The second spring with stiffness (𝑚	𝐾J) represents the stiffness that arises from the 
intramolecular bonds at fast pulling rates. Experimental techniques such as atomistic 
force microscopy (AFM) can provide information of the distribution and the strength of 
these bonds within a protein. The force-elongation curve obtained by AFM is a saw-tooth 
shaped curve containing numerous force peaks relevant to the breaking of individual 
molecular bonds. In a recent study (171), Wegmann et al. identified three major force 
peaks (corresponding to the release of three intramolecular folds) for the tau protein. We 
used the force, elongation and probability of the observed peaks and obtained 𝐾J =0.63 
pN/nm as a weighted average for the stiffness (defined as force/elongation) of the second 
spring. Also, we apply a factor 0 ≤ 𝑚 ≤ 1 indicative of the broken (𝑚 = 0) or intact 
(𝑚 = 1) status of the intramolecular bonds associated with this spring. At small pulling 
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velocities, where the thermal fluctuations facilitate easy breaking of the bonds, we use 
𝑚 = 0, while at fast pulling rates 𝑚 varies from 1 to 0, depending on the applied force 
magnitude and velocity. In order to relate the force acting on an intramolecular bonds (𝑓) 
to the bond status (𝑚), we used the Bell’s equation (174) 
⎟⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎝
⎛
−=
TK
xfmkk
dt
dm
B
exp00                                   (4-2) 
where 𝑘.  is the intrinsic rate of the bond breaking and 𝑥 is the distance between the 
potential energies of the intact and the broken states. Bell’s equation states that an applied 
force can increase the chance of the bond breakage exponentially. Both 𝑘_r and 𝑥 have 
been calculated for each intramolecular bonds in (171). By taking a weighted average of 
the three intramolecular bonds, we obtain 𝑘. =0.14 sec-1 and 𝑥 =0.16 nm for the 
parameters in Eq. 4-2. With the two springs defined, the applied force to a tau protein (𝐹) 
and the resulting elongation (𝛥) can be related as 
( )Δ+=+Δ= 211 mKKfmKF                               (4-3) 
The connection between the two tau proteins (shown in Figure 4-1) can also break at a 
critical load. Thus, similar to the breaking of the intramolecular bonds within a tau 
protein (Eq. 4-2), here again, we employ Bell’s equation to relate the force applied to a 
tau-tau connection and its bonded status (𝑛). Following Bell’s equation 
⎟⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎝
⎛ Δ
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d
tautau L
nkk
dt
dn exp                        (4-4) 
where 𝑘stu is the intrinsic binding rate of the tau connections and (𝛥) and (𝐿o) are the 
elongation and the stretched dimer length (𝐿o = 80 nm), respectively. Tau proteins 
dynamically bind and unbind to the MTs and the average duration of ~4 sec has been 
measured for the dwell time of the tau proteins on MTs (172). We use this dwell time (or 
the rate 𝑘stu =0.17sec) as the rate at which the connection between the proteins is 
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formed and as we will discuss in section 4.3, we will predict how longer and shorter 
durations can affect the final mechanical response of the axon. Also (𝑛) in Eq. 4-4 is the 
identifier for the tau-tau connection state and can vary between 0 and 1. Further, we 
define a threshold of 0.5, where for 𝑛 ≥ 0.5 we assume that the tau proteins are 
“connected” while for 𝑛 ≤ 0.5 the tau proteins are “free”. Here we use the term 
“connected” to refer to a tau protein which is connected to a nearby tau protein and “free” 
to refer to a tau protein which is disassembled from a connection with another tau protein. 
While the connection between the two tau proteins can break at a certain force governed 
by Eq. 4-4, the floating end of a free tau protein can still reattach to the tail of the next 
available tau protein and re-engage in the load transfer mechanism if the applied loading 
rate is sufficiently slow (or quasi-static loading rate). As illustrated in Figure 4-3, under 
quasi-static loading rates, the broken end of a free tau protein has enough time to reattach 
to the closest tau protein and revive its load bearing capacity. This recruitment of the free 
tau proteins herein called “reformation process” can be repeated until the ends of the 
adjacent MTs pass each other.  
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Figure 4-3: The reformation of the tau-tau connections during slow stretching of axon. (A) By 
pulling an axon, tau proteins are stretched and the probability of the failure of the tau-tau bond 
grows exponentially (Eq. 4-4). (B) The bond connecting the two tau proteins breaks eventually. 
(C) The broken tail of a free tau protein can reattach to the next available tau and revive its load-
transferring role. 
As the axon is loaded, forces are transferred from one MT to neighboring MTs through 
the stretching of the tau proteins, which leads to sliding of the MTs relative to each other. 
We define a unit cell made up of two adjacent staggered MTs, with longitudinal 
displacement fields denoted by 𝑢I(𝑥) and 𝑢J(𝑥). With this definition, the elongation of 
the tau protein connecting the two points of the two adjacent MTs is: 
)()( 12 xuxu −≈Δ                                 (4-5) 
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From this elongation, the force generated in each tau protein can be converted to a shear 
stress 𝜏(𝑥) acting on the surface of the MTs through the relation (Figure 4-1): 
( ) TIO dRR
Fx
−
=
2
)(τ                                             (4-6) 
Next, by considering force balance in the axial direction of the MT, this shear stress can be 
converted to the normal/axial stress, 𝜎(𝑥) in the MTs by using the relation (refer to the 
free-body diagram shown in Figure 4-1): 
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Combining Eqs. 4-5 to 4-7 results in the governing system of partial differential 
equations: 
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The right-hand side of Eq. 4-8 is the force (𝐹 in Eq. 4-3) transmitted through the tau 
protein connecting points 𝑥I and 𝑥J, and the left-hand side is the force exerted on each 
MT.  
By assuming 𝛼 value of 6 corresponding to hexagonal distribution of the MTs in the axon 
and:  
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π  µm                         (4-9) 
is the shear-lag length, characterizing the length at the ends of the MTs where the sliding 
of the MTs is the dominant load transfer mechanism. We also define 𝜂 = 𝐾J/𝐾I, as the 
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intrinsic relaxation time-scale for tau proteins. The boundary conditions to solve Eq. 4-8 
are: 
 0)0(1 ==xu  , tLxu ε!== )2/(2  , 0
)0(2 =
∂
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x
xu  , 0)2/(1 =
∂
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x
Lxu                (4-10) 
where the first two terms define the prescribed displacements at the ends and the last two 
correspond to the force-free ends of the MTs in the unit cell (Figure 4-1C). As for the 
initial conditions, the MTs are assumed to be placed at zero displacement and the tau 
proteins connect the points with the same 𝑥-coordinate, thus 𝑥I = 𝑥J. For the quasi-static 
loading rates when in the reformation process the tau proteins can connect the points with 
different 𝑥-coordinates, in the subsequent time steps 𝑥I ≠ 𝑥J, while for the dynamic 
loading rates where the reformation is not plausible, the broken connection between the 
attached tau proteins is permanent and 𝑥I = 𝑥J	is maintained throughout the simulation.    
Equation 3-8 contains a system of non-local partial differential equations with coupling 
between points at different points in space (𝑥-coordinates). In order to solve this 
equation, we implemented “Livelink with Matlab” feature of Comsol (v. 4.4)” and 
created an iterative algorithm where the connection between the attached tau proteins is 
monitored frequently and compared to Eq. 4-4. We also varied the length of the MTs 
from 2–200 µm to cover the range of the reported values in the past studies (175). The 
simulations are performed for quasi-static loading (incorporating reformation process) 
and dynamic loading rates (strain rate 1 to 50 sec-1) relevant to the loading rates observed 
in TBI (166, 167, 169). In each simulation, we monitored the maximum force exerted on 
each MT which can be related to the chance of the MT rupture at different loading rates. 
In addition, we calculated the ratio of the connected tau proteins (defined as the ratio of 
the number of the connected tau proteins to the total number of the tau proteins) and 
identified the conditions leading to the disintegration of the MT bundle. 
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4.3.1 Relative Sliding Versus Stretching of the MTs is Controlled by MT 
Length and Strain Rate  
As the axon is stretched, the deformation can be accommodated either by relative sliding 
of the MTs (caused by stretching of tau proteins) or by the stretching of the MTs. We first 
study the variation of the stretch of the tau proteins along the length of the MTs. To this 
end, we consider two MT lengths, one “short” 𝐿/𝐿7 =0.56, and the other “long” 
𝐿/𝐿7 =2.80. Experiments on dynamic stretching of axons (75, 76) show that under quasi-
static loading (strain rate= 0.01sec-1) axon can be stretched up to 100% strain without any 
evidence of damage of MTs, while MTs break at strain rates in the range 𝜀 ≅22-24 sec-1 
and when strains exceed 65%. Using these values of strain rates and 𝜂 ≅ 0.35 sec, we 
determined that 𝜀𝜂 ≅8-15 should simulate dynamic loading conditions in (75) that would 
lead to axotomy, while  𝜀𝜂 ≅0.001 should correspond to quasi-static loading response. 
Since the focus of this section is to understand the dominant load transfer mechanism 
between MT sliding and MT stretching, here we assume that the connections between tau 
proteins are permanent (and 𝑚 = 1 in Eqs. 4-8). The MTs are pulled at quasi-static 
𝜀𝜂 ≅0.001, rate and dynamic loading rates 𝜀𝜂 ≅15. The distribution of the elongation of 
the tau proteins and the stretching of the MTs at an overall strain level of 10 % is plotted 
in Figure 4-4. 
We find a strong dependence of the stretch of the tau proteins on a) their position relative 
to the ends of the MTs, b) the overall length of the MTs and c) the strain rate. While the 
tau proteins located at 𝑥 = 0 and 𝑥 = 𝐿 (which correspond to the ends of the two 
adjacent MTs) elongate considerably, the elongation is smaller at the center, 𝑥 = 𝐿/2. 
The extent to which the strain of the tau proteins at the center is smaller than the strain at 
the ends depends on both the rate of stretch and the length. This decrease in the stretch of 
the cross-linking proteins in regions between the force-free ends of the MTs is a general 
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feature of “shear-lag models”. For quasi-static loading, the length scale over which this 
transfer takes place is the characteristic length, 𝐿7	(Eq. 4-9). When the microtubules are 
smaller or comparable to this characteristic length, there is no drop in the stretch of the 
tau proteins (black curve in Figure 4-4A) and the load transfer is primarily due to the 
sliding to of the MTs. On the other hand, for longer MTs, sliding of the MTs is greater at 
the free ends and the mode of load transfer transitions to stretching of the MTs, as seen in 
Figure 4-4B.  
 
Figure 4-4: Elongation of the tau proteins along the MTs, (𝑢J 𝑥 − 𝑢I 𝑥 )/𝐿 . 𝐿/𝐿7 =0.56 in 
(A) and 	𝐿/𝐿7 =2.8 in (B), and also axial strain along microtubules, 𝜕𝑢I(𝑥)/𝜕𝑥, with (C) 
𝐿/𝐿7 =0.56 and (D)	𝐿/𝐿7 =2.8, when overall elongation of the axon is 10%.  The centers of the 
MTs stretch more with increasing strain rate and increasing length.  
With increasing strain rate, the effective “stiffness” of the tau proteins increases due to 
contributions from the viscoelastic effects. Since the characteristic length scale for 
transitioning from sliding of MTs to stretching of MTs decreases with the effective 
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stiffness of the tau proteins, stretching of the MTs becomes the dominant load bearing 
mechanism over MT sliding. This is clearly seen for the case of long MTs (	𝐿/𝐿7 =1.4), 
under fast loading, 𝜀𝜂 ≅15 where the tau proteins in the region 0.2𝐿 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 0.8𝐿 have 
negligible elongation. On the other hand, at low rates of deformation, the sliding of the 
MTs is larger; by decreasing the applied strain rate from 𝜀𝜂 ≅15  to 𝜀𝜂 ≅0.001, the MT 
sliding is increased by 250% (Figure 4-4A) and 500% (Figure 4-4B) for short and long 
MTs, respectively. This result shows that under a quasi-static loading, MTs start to slide 
and transfer the load in the axon through the tau protein elongation.  
Plots of the axial strains in the MTs as a function of strain rate for different lengths are 
shown in Figure 4-4C and Figure 4-4D. Consistent with the discussion in the preceding 
paragraph, stretch in the MTs is larger at larger strain rates and longer MTs experience 
larger stretch. Further, our calculations show that the stretch in the microtubules vanishes 
at the free ends and is largest at the center. Thus, longer MTs are more prone to breaking 
by initiation of failure at their mid-points. Next, we load the axon at different rates to 
determine the threshold strain at which the MTs break resulting in axotomy 
(disconnection). 
4.3.2 MT Rupture Is More Sensitive to Strain Rate Compared to Strain 
Next, we applied tensile strain at different velocities ranging from quasi-static to dynamic 
strain rates (1-50 sec-1) and obtained the force exerted on the MTs as well as the ratio of 
the connected tau proteins with strain. As shown in Figure 4-5, under dynamic loading 
rates (1-50 sec-1), despite the progressive breaking of the tau-tau connections, MTs 
experience larger forces (almost 3-4 times) compared to the quasi-static rate. In this case, 
the large force can rupture the MTs and lead to the subsequent interruption of the cargo 
transport similar to the experimental observations of the axons injured by TBI (165, 167, 
169). With increasing the strain, the bonds between the paired tau proteins start to break 
and the force-strain curve shows a plateau region starting at ~2-3% strain. Eventually, by 
the breaking of the most the tau connections, intact MTs detach from the MT bundle and 
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the force-strain curve displays a rapid drop as the axon loses its load bearing capacity and 
the MT bundle disintegrates completely. Our model shows that at the onset of the MT 
bundle disintegration, the force exerted on the MTs and correspondingly, the chance of 
the MT rupture is in proportion to the strain rate. This fact is also verified by the 
experimental studies where it has been shown that the frequency of the MT rupture 
depends on the strain rate rather than on the strain (167, 169).  
For the quasi-static loading, the mechanical response of the axon is considerably 
different. While the force exerted on the MTs is significantly small compared to the case 
of dynamic loading, with the help of the reformation process (explained in Figure 4-3), 
the free tau proteins can still re-engage in the load transfer mechanism and avert the drop 
of the force. As a result, we observe a slow decline in the force as well as the ratio of the 
connected tau proteins with strain. In this case, the axon maintains its load bearing 
capacity up to large tensile strains close to 100% and eventually loses its tensile stiffness 
as the ends of the MTs pass each other. This fact is also consistent with the experimental 
results where it has been shown that the axon can resist a large tensile strain of ~100% 
without any evidence of the MT rupture when the duration of the applied loading is in the 
order of a few minutes (169). 
 
Figure 4-5: The maximum force exerted on the MTs at different strain rates. (A) Axon under 
quasi-static loading can resist ~100% strain while at dynamic strain rates (1-50 sec-1), due to the 
breaking of the tau-tau bonds, axon loses its load bearing capacity at small strains. (B) The ratio 
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of the connected tau proteins at different strain rates. The insets in both figures show the curves 
for the quasi-static loading over a larger time span. The MT length is 200µm in both figures. The 
MT force is normalized by 𝜋(𝑅iJ − 𝑅jJ)/𝐸Y. 
4.3.3 The Pattern of the MT Bundle Disintegration Depends on the 
Strain Rate 
In the previous sections, we observed that with increasing strain, the intact MTs 
eventually detach from the MT bundle and as a result, a sharp drop appears in the 
stiffness of the axon. In this section by applying fast (50 sec-1) and slow (quasi-static) 
loading rates to an axon with a fixed MT length (𝐿 =50 µm), we identify the onset of the 
breaking of the tau connection at various points along the MT and examine the process of 
bundle disintegration. For the purpose of this section, we ignore the reformation process 
occurring at slow loading rates, and assume that all the bond breakings are unrecoverable. 
In Figure 4-6, we plot the status of the tau proteins (connected or free) for the fast and 
slow loading rates with strain. The model predicts that under the fast loading rate, the 
breaking of the tau-tau bonds starts from the ends of the MTs and progresses sequentially 
toward the interior points. In contrast, under slow loading rates, these bonds break 
simultaneously.    
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Figure 4-6: Breaking of the tau-tau connections at (A) fast (50 sec-1) and (B) slow (quasi-static) 
loading rates. The abscissa is the x-coordinate of the connection. The red region represents 
connections that are intact, and the blue region denotes the broken ones. At fast loading rates, the 
breaking of the tau-tau bonds occurs sequentially while under slow loading, this process occurs 
simultaneously as evidenced by the flat boundary between the red and blue regions. The MT 
length is taken to be 50µm. 
This different pattern of the MT bundle disintegration can be understood in the results of 
the shear-lag model explained in section 4.3.1. Under slow loading rate due to the 
significant MT relative sliding, the majority of the tau proteins bonded to different 
locations along the MT undergo stretching that depends weakly on spatial coordinates, 
and as a result, all of them break simultaneously. Conversely, under fast loading rates and 
with a large MT stretching, the tau proteins experience different elongations depending 
on their location relative to the ends of the MT. As a result, the breaking of the tau-tau 
bonds occurs sequentially starting from the tau proteins located near the ends of the MTs. 
This behavior predicts that during TBI the intact MTs in the axon detach from the MT 
bundle by the sequential breaking of the connected tau proteins.  
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4.3.4 Following TBI, the Long MTs Inside the Axon Break 
MTs in the axon have different lengths. While the long MTs are considered to be 
stationary, the short MTs are mobile and undergo rapid translocations driven by motor 
proteins (176, 177). In this section, focusing on the fast strain rates relevant to TBI, we 
examine how MTs with different lengths are affected by the dynamics of the tau 
connections. To this end, we apply a tensile strain rate of 50 sec-1 to an axon containing 
various MT lengths (2–200µm) and derive the force exerted on each MT as well as the 
associated ratio of the connected tau proteins with strain.  
We find that at the onset of the MT bundle disintegration, long MTs in the axon 
experience large tensile forces while short MTs undergo large relative sliding without any 
significant force. As a result, the large forces on the long MTs eventually break the MTs, 
whereas the large sliding of the short MTs result in the MT detachment from the rest of 
the MTs by the breaking of the bonds between the tau proteins. 
 
Figure 4-7: The response of the MTs with different lengths to loading at rapid rates (strain rate 
50 sec-1). Points A and B correspond to MT length, 𝐿 =10 µm and 𝐿 =100 µm at the onset of the 
detachment, respectively. (A) The normalized force (normalized with	𝜋(𝑅iJ − 𝑅jJ)/𝐸Y and (B) 
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the fraction of the tau proteins that remain connected are plotted. The model predicts the rupture 
of the long MTs (b) and detachment of the short MTs (a).  
The above observations can be understood from Figure 4-7, where the forces exerted on 
the MTs with varying lengths and the associated ratio of the attached tau proteins are 
plotted. Here we examine two MT lengths, namely, 𝐿 =10 µm as the short (denoted by a) 
and 𝐿 =100 µm as the long (denoted by b), and compare their deformation at the same 
rate of loading. The model predicts that at the onset of the total detachment (points a and 
b), the force exerted on MT (b) is almost twice the force exerted on MT (a). This 
indicates a greater chance of MT rupture following TBI for MT (b). On the other hand, 
MT (a) experiences small forces followed by a detachment from the MT bundle. While in 
the former case the MT rupture would hinder the protein-driven cargo transport and 
create swellings along the length of the axon consistent with the experimental findings, in 
the latter case, MTs remain intact while dislodging from the MT bundle. This predicted 
behavior for the response axon with varying MT lengths is also illustrated schematically 
in Figure 4-8.   
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Figure 4-8: Predicted damaged evolution in the axon following TBI. long MTs ins the axon 
break and cause the interruption of the cargo transport followed by the appearance of the axonal 
swelling, while the short MTs detach from the MT bundle and remain intact. 
 
The load transfer pathway between the MTs in the axon is mediated by stretching of the 
tau proteins. The applied tensile strain during brain injury is accommodated along the 
axon by either sliding (due to the elongation of tau proteins) or stretching of the MTs. 
Under tensile loading, the MTs in the axon undergo relative sliding, which is regulated by 
tau proteins. Due to the viscoelasticity of tau, it can resist the relative sliding and rupture 
the MTs during the axonal injury. In section 4.3.1 we showed that, when the axon is 
loaded quasi-statically, MT sliding is more pronounced and the axial strain in the MTs is 
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small. On the other hand, under fast loading of the axon, MT stretch is large, and the 
sliding of the MTs is negligible.  
Our model predicts that despite the progressive breaking of the bonds between the 
connected tau proteins, faster stretching of the axon causes larger force acting on the MTs 
which facilitates the rupture of the MTs in agreement with the experimental observations. 
On the other hand, under slow loading rates and while the force exerted on the MTs is 
small, the reengagement of the free tau proteins after the failure implemented through the 
reformation process (Figure 4-3), can explain the large extensibility of the axon up to 
~100% strain without any microstructural damage. The breaking of the tau connections is 
a progressive process that eventually leads to the detachment of the MTs from the MT 
bundle. While the large forces acting on the MTs under fast loading can increase the 
chance of the MT rupture, the intact MTs eventually detach from the MT bundle and 
survive the injury. Our model shows that under dynamic loading, breaking of the tau-tau 
bonds starts from the tau proteins located near the ends of the MTs and progresses toward 
the interior points. Under faster loading rates, we observe a sequential failure for all the 
tau proteins located along the length of the MTs, while under slower loading rates this 
process is more simultaneous for all the tau proteins. In addition, MTs of various lengths 
are affected differently: while the long MTs undergo a large force which can eventually 
cause rupture, the short MTs are more prone to large sliding and detachment from the MT 
bundle.  
Interestingly, this rate dependent detachment pattern is not exclusive to axons and has 
been reported for other biological systems as well. As an example, in the structure of the 
alpha-helix, one of the secondary structures of many proteins, it has been shown that the 
hydrogen bonds that stabilize helical turns break simultaneously under slow pulling rate 
and sequentially at fast rates (178, 179). Although these findings are obtained by means 
of the atomistic simulation techniques, here by making an analogy of each helical turn as 
a “fiber” and each hydrogen bond as a “cross-linker”, our model is capable of 
reproducing the same result while presenting a rigorous mathematical description for the 
behavior.  
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The intrinsic binding/unbinding rate of the connections between the tau proteins, tauk , 
plays a central role in determining the rupture of the MTs versus the detachment of the 
MT bundle. For 17.0>tauk  sec-1 (or the tau dwell time on MTs < ~4 sec) tau proteins 
show reduced affinity for the MTs. In this case, due to the weaker binding strength 
between the tau proteins, the dynamic stretching of the axon results in an immediate 
breaking of the tau connections and the detachment of the MT bundle without any 
significant force applied to the MTs. An example relevant to this case is phosphorylated 
tau protein which is known as one of the main mechanisms of the tau disintegration from 
the MTs and aggregation implicated in disease (180). On the other hand, with 17.0<tauk  
sec-1 the tau proteins have longer dwell time on the MTs. In this case due to the stronger 
connection between the tau proteins, rupture of the MTs is more likely compared to the 
detachment of the MT bundle. This case can be relevant to the tau proteins which were 
present during the assembly of the MTs and penetrate the lumen MTs leading to strong 
attachments to the MTs (181). 
In the present model, the lengths and elastic moduli of the MTs in the axon are assumed 
to be constant throughout the course of the stretching. However, it is well known that the 
MTs constantly alternate between polymerization (or ‘rescue’) and depolymerization (or 
‘catastrophe’) states (182). In addition, different stabilizing drugs (such as taxol) and 
destabilizing drugs (such as nocodazole) are shown to alter the instability dynamics of 
MTs (183). Future extensions of the model should consider coupling between 
microtubule polymerization and mechanical effects to shed light on the role of MT-
stabilizing/destabilizing agents. As an example, it is known that the structural MAPs 
(such as tau proteins) promote MT stability and inhibit MT catastrophe considerably. The 
reported polymerization rate (‘growth’ rate) and depolymerization rate (‘shrinkage’ rate) 
for the MTs in the presence of the tau protein is ~1.5 µm/min and 0.088 µm/min, 
respectively (184). It is evident that these time-scales are much larger than the time scales 
for failure at large strain rates and therefore for this case, the effect of polymerization 
dynamics on failure should not be significant. However, at quasi-static strain rates (with 
duration 1–2 mins) the growth/shrinkage of the MTs should be relevant. A simple 
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approach to handling this effect is to assume a time-dependent MT half-length (𝐿(𝑡)), 
obtained from MT dynamics) and to solve the governing Eq. 4-8 numerically. A more 
involved approach may be to carry out stochastic simulations that account for the 
statistics of MT catastrophes. We hope to address these extensions of our model in future 
publications. 
Our axon model can be improved further to incorporate other physiological phenomena 
observed in experimental studies. In the current model, the load transfer is mediated 
through the tau proteins which form dimer structures, and failure is attributed to the 
breaking of the zipper bond within the dimer. Although the binding between two tau 
proteins has been shown to be weaker than the binding between a tau protein and a MT 
(60), a more rigorous approach can be adopted where the binding between the two tau 
proteins and a tau protein with a MT are considered separately. In this case, depending on 
the magnitude of the applied loading rate relative to each binding/unbinding rate, 
breaking of the tau-MT bonds can precede the breaking of the tau-tau bonds and cause 
the release of the tau protein dimer. Furthermore, the main assumptions made in the 
reformation process (Figure 4-3) can be improved in future models. Here it is assumed 
that upon the breaking of the tau connections, there is enough tau protein bound to the 
neighboring MT available to reattach to the free tau protein and revive its load bearing 
capacity, while in realistic systems, the tau proteins undergo conversion between the 
bound and free states (181) as well as the stationary and mobile phases along the MT 
lattice(185, 186). For simplicity, we have also ignored the diffusion of the tau protein 
(with diffusion constant 0.15µm2/sec (185)) and the variation in the concentration of the 
tau proteins along the length of the axon (187) which can be included in the further 
models. 
Diffuse axonal injury is one of the most common and important consequences of all 
severities of TBI and is thought to be the predominant pathological feature of concussion. 
While it is generally accepted that accelerations or sudden loads to the head cause diffuse 
axonal injury throughout the white matter, how this load at the macroscale leads to the 
damage at the cellular level is poorly understood. Most computational models of TBI 
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treat the white and gray matter uniformly as viscoelastic, hyperelastic or fiber reinforced 
materials (188–190).  However, the origin of viscoelasticity, nonlinearity or the cause of 
injury is not typically linked to vulnerable cellular constituents, such as focusing down to 
the micro and nano-scale level of white matter axons. Therefore, we have developed an 
approach that includes fundamental mechanical units of specific subcellular structures, 
microtubules and tau proteins that contribute to the rate dependence of failure.  By 
incorporating the information on the failure criteria in 3D finite element models of head 
injury, it may be possible to extrapolate the patterns of failure or recovery at the 
subcellular level to the macroscale response to tissue loading. 
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Chapter 5 : Nonlinear Mechanics of 
Fibrous Matrix Promotes Cell 
Invasion in Tumors 
 
Cell invasion into the surrounding matrix from non-vascularized primary tumors is the 
mechanism by which cancer cells can migrate to nearby blood vessels and eventually 
metastasize to form secondary tumors. Previous computational models on cell invasion 
have examined cellular interactions (191, 192), and the interplay between protrusion 
forces (generated due to the polymerization of actin), traction forces (at the cell-matrix 
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adhesions) and resisting forces (mostly the drag force caused by the viscosity of the 
matrix)  (102, 191, 193–195). The direction of cell movement in these models is 
calculated from the orientation of the surrounding matrix fibers (195) and the random 
direction associated with the protrusion forces (193, 196). After obtaining the direction of 
the cell migration, the assumed asymmetric distribution of the receptors at the front and 
rear edges of the cell creates a net traction force which moves the cells within the matrix 
(102, 193). However, these models do not account for (i) cell-induced realignment of the 
fibers in the matrix and how stiffening due to realignment, in turn, can lead to increased 
contractility of the cells and (ii) how the microstructural properties of the matrix (pore 
size and stiffness) impact cell motility. 
Migration of tumor cells within fibrous matrices involves an interplay between cellular 
adhesions such as cell-cell and cell-matrix junctions, cell contractility induced by the 
activity of myosins, and realignment and strain-stiffening of matrix fibers. Here we 
present a mathematical model which determines the driving force underlying cell 
invasion and predicts its dependence on matrix properties. Specifically, central to our 
model is the direct reciprocity between stress-dependent cell contractility induced by 
molecular pathways such as Ca2+ and Rho, and matrix fiber realignment and strain-
stiffening which enables the cells to acquire the contractility required to break retracting 
cellular adhesions and move within the matrix.  
 
Our model consists of a closely-packed spheroidal cluster of contractile cells with radius 
(𝑅 = 200	𝜇𝑚) embedded in a nonlinear fibrous material representing the ECM (Figure 
5-1A). The 3D system of the spheroid and the surrounding matrix can be modeled by 
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adopting the spherical coordinate system (𝑟, 𝜃, 𝜑), where 𝑟, 𝜃 and 𝜑 correspond to the 
radial, angular and azimuthal directions, respectively.  
Cell contractility, required to force the cells through the matrix, is generated by cross-
bridge sliding of the actin filaments due to the activity of myosins. Since each myosin 
motor behaves like a force “dipole”, the volume averaged density of the motors, or the 
contractility is treated as a symmetric tensor, 𝜌Na (197). In the quiescent state, that is in 
the absence of external mechanical forces, the attachment of the myosins to the 
cytoskeleton has an intrinsic turnover rate that is determined by the molecular binding 
and unbinding of myosins to the cytoskeleton, leading to a steady state contractility that 
is isotropic. In this case, the contractility tensor is isotropic with the components that are 
denoted by	𝜌.. On the other hand, as cells respond to the mechanical loads, mechano-
transductive feedback mechanisms that alter the concentration of the attached myosins to 
the actin network can be triggered. In Figure 5-1A, we have illustrated two such 
mechanisms, namely, the Ca2+ and the Rho pathways. When the cell is subject to tensile 
forces, the cell activates the mechano-transductive ion channels and increases 
intracellular Ca2+ concentration, leading to the formation of Ca/calmodulin complex and 
phosphorylation of the myosin regulatory light chain (MLC), which leads to an increase 
in the binding rate of myosin to the actin network (198). Similarly, the activation of the 
Rho-pathway via the ROCK-mediated phosphorylation of myosin phosphatase target 
(MYPT), upregulates the binding of the myosins to the actin filaments and enhances the 
contractility of the cell. Under homeostatic conditions, the stress-fiber network applies 
tensile forces on the molecular complex at the focal adhesions, which causes a 
conformational change of vinculin and p130Cas and expose the binding sites of Src 
family kinases SFKs (199). SFKs influence Rho-GTPases by controlling the activity of 
guanine nucleotide exchange factors (GEFs) and GTPase-Activating Proteins (GAPs). 
The increased activity of Rho promotes Rho-kinase (ROCK)-mediated phosphorylation 
of MYPT, which ultimately results in increased contractility (200). This dependence of 
the contractility tensor on the cellular strains 𝜀Na7  can be obtained from the free energy, 
𝑈cell(𝜀Na7 , 𝜌Na). By implementing this stress dependent contractility in our model, we can 
obtain the evolution of cell morphological characteristics such as the polarization and the 
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elongation as the cells leave the spheroid and invade into the matrix. In Appendix A.1 we 
have presented the derivation of this energy function and shown that the free energy 
decreases with increasing external stresses as a consequence of increased and polarized 
recruitment of myosins.  
In order to incorporate the realignment of the fibers caused by the spheroid contractility, 
as shown in Figure 5-1B, we express the elastic modulus of the matrix in the aligned 
(radial direction) (𝐸Y) and angular (transverse direction) (𝐸Y) directions with two 
distinct parameters which depend on the radial strain (93): 
𝐸Y =
𝐸Y = 𝐸Y 𝜀Y < 𝜀7
𝐸Y


	
r
𝜀Y > 𝜀7
                      (5-1) 
where 𝜀Y  is the radial strain and 𝐸Y is the linear elastic modulus of the matrix. Here we 
have introduced a parameter (𝑛), which represents the degree of the matrix strain-
stiffening due to realignment of the fibers, in such a way that 𝑛 = 0 corresponds to the 
matrices which are mechanically isotropic in all directions (such as non-fibrous matrices). 
The strain energy function of the matrix is presented in Appendix A.2.  
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Figure 5-1: Model of cell invasion from a tumor spheroid into the surrounding matrix. (A) The 
total free energy (Utotal) of cells within a tumor spheroid embedded in a matrix is a function of the 
chemo-mechanical energy of the cells (Ucell), the mechanical energy of the matrix (Umatrix), and 
the adhesion energy associated with cellular adhesions (Uadhesion). The Ca2+ pathway and the Rho-
pathway, which affect cell contractility and the ability of cells to move through a matrix, are 
implemented in our model. (B) Realignment of the matrix fibers in response to the contractility of 
the cells. The red curve shows the radial stress and the blue curve shows the magnitude of the 
transverse stress (without the negative sign). Radial and transverse directions are shown in the 
matrix. The stiffness of the matrix in the radial and transverse directions are denoted E mr and E
m
θ , 
respectively. (C) The concentration profile of the cells, c(r) as a function of the distance from the 
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center of the cluster, r. The initial radius, R is marked by the dashed line. For the invasive cluster, 
three regions are defined: cluster (r < r0), invaded region (r0<r < r1) and the matrix (r1<r). The 
parameter λ governs the extent of the invaded region in such a way that with increasing λ the size 
of the invaded region increases. 
By incorporating the interplay between matrix fiber realignment and strain-stiffening 
with the activation of Rho and Ca2+ molecular pathways, our model predicts the driving 
force for cell invasion. Specifically, in response to the fiber realignment and subsequent 
strain-stiffening of the matrix due to the intrinsic contractility of the spheroid, large 
tensile stresses are exerted on the cells. Consequently, the Ca2+ and Rho-pathway are 
activated and the cell contractility is increased. In turn, in the presence of highly 
contractile cells, the matrix is further stretched and more fibers become realigned, 
perpendicular to the surface of the spheroid. This process initiates a two-way feedback 
loop between the cell contractility and the matrix realignment and strain-stiffening. As 
this process progresses, the matrix fibers become highly aligned and the cells become 
sufficiently contractile to break free from intercellular adhesions and move within the 
matrix (89, 104).  
Our computational model employs an energy-based approach, where the total free energy 
(𝑈total) of the system is calculated to determine the dynamics of the cell invasion (Figure 
5-1A). Here, instead of tracking each cell individually, we adopt a homogenized model 
where for a representative element located at the distance 𝑟 from the center of the cluster, 
𝑐 𝑟  represents the local concentration of the cells (defined as the volume of the cells 
divided by the volume of the total element). In the representative element, we have 
assumed that cells are placed in “series” with the ECM. This homogenized description of 
the representative element is detailed in Appendix A.3. At the time denoted by 𝑡, we 
assume that this cell concentration follows the profile that depends on three variables: the 
radius of the spheroid 𝑟.(𝑡), cell invasion distance 𝑟I(𝑡), and a dimensionless parameter 
𝜆(𝑡) which governs the extent and spatial variation of cell concentration in the invaded 
region (Figure 5-1C).  
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𝑐 𝑟 = 	
1 𝑟 < 𝑟. cluster


𝑒	

 𝑟. < 𝑟 < 𝑟I invaded region
0 𝑟I < 𝑟 matrix
        (5-2) 
In the invaded region, we assume that the concentration of the cells decays exponentially 
with distance and finally reaches zero at the point denoted by 𝑟I(𝑡). As shown in Figure 
5-1C, 𝜆 𝑡 = 0 and 𝜆 𝑡 > 0 correspond to linear and the exponential profiles for the cell 
densities, respectively. In our experiments, since the cells are treated with Mitomycin C, 
cell proliferation is negligible. Since the total number of cells remains constant, we can 
reduce the number of the independent variables that characterize the cell concentration 
profile from three (𝑟.(𝑡),	𝑟I(𝑡),	𝜆(𝑡)) to two (𝑟.(𝑡),	𝜆(𝑡)), by using: 


𝜋 𝑅 − 𝑟. =


𝑒	

	4𝜋𝑟J𝑑𝑟	                (5-3) 
The left-hand side of Eq. 5-3 accounts for the difference between the volumes of the 
intact and invasive spheroids and the right-hand side is the volume of the cells within the 
invaded region.  
Next, we calculate the free energy density stored in the representative element located at 
point 𝑟, as a function of the concentration 𝑐(𝑟), by considering the following 
contributions to the free energy of the system (Figure 5-1A):  
1. The chemo-mechanical energy associated with the deformation, intrinsic contractility 
and the activation of the molecular signaling pathways of the cells (denoted by 
𝑈cell(𝜀Na7 𝑟 , 𝜌Na 𝑐 , 𝑐 𝑟 ) where 𝜀Na7 𝑟  and 𝜌Na 𝑐  are the strain and polarization 
tensors of the cells at point 𝑟).  
2. The mechanical energy due to deformation, realignment and strain stiffening of the 
matrix fibers (𝑈matrix(𝜀NaY 𝑟 , 𝑐 𝑟 ), where 𝜀NaY 𝑟  is the mechanical strain in the 
matrix). 
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3. The adhesion energy associated with the cellular adhesions, 𝑈adhesion(𝑐 𝑟 ). This term 
is determined from the dissociation of cell-cell junctions followed by the formation of 
new adhesions between the cells and the matrix. To calculate this energy, we 
determine the change in the cellular adhesions during the cell invasion and use cell-
cell (𝛾77) and cell-matrix (𝛾7Y) adhesion energy densities (explained in Appendix 
A.4).   
 
For a given cell concentration profile 𝑐 𝑟 , the total free energy of the system (𝑈total) is 
calculated from: 
𝑈total 𝜀Na
7,Y 𝑟 , 𝜌Na 𝑐 , 𝑐 𝑟 = 𝑈cell 𝜀Na7 𝑟 , 𝜌Na 𝑐 , 𝑐 𝑟 +

.
Umatrix 𝜀NaY 𝑟 , 𝑐 𝑟 4𝜋𝑟J𝑑𝑟 +	𝑈adhesion 𝑐 𝑟                     (5-4) 
For an invasive spheroid at time t, the strain and the contractility of the cells can be 
determined by minimizing this total free energy function with respect to the strains 
(𝜀Na7 , 𝜀NaY) and cell polarization (𝜌Na). We solved the evolution equations using the 
parameters given in Table 5-1. By obtaining the displacement field, the total free energy 
of the system can be calculated from Eq. 5-4. Furthermore, by repeating this process for 
different cell concentration profiles 𝑐(𝑟), the evolution of the total free energy as the 
function of the cell concentration and at different stages of the cell invasion can be 
obtained. 
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Table 5-1: The parameters used in the model. 
Parameter Symbol Value Reference 
𝐸 Cell elastic modulus 0.3 kPa (201) 
𝜈 Cell Poisson’s ratio 0.3 Estimated 
𝐾 Cell bulk modulus 0.25 kPa (197) 
𝜇 Cell shear modulus 0.12 kPa (197) 
𝜌. Cell initial motor density 0.15 kPa Estimated 
𝜀. Cell stress-free contractility 6.0  Calculated 
𝛼^ 
Chemo-mechanical feedback 
parameter 15 kPa
-1 Estimated 
𝛼o 
Chemo-mechanical feedback 
parameter 25 kPa
-1 Estimated 
𝛽 motor turnover parameter 30 kPa-1 In the range given in (197) 
𝑅 Cluster initial radius 200 µm measured 
𝛾77 Cell-cell adhesion energy 1 mJ/m
2 In the range given in (202–204) 
𝛾7Y Cell-matrix adhesion energy 0.1 mJ/m
2 In the range given in (202–204) 
𝑟cell Radius of a single cell 5 µm (205) 
𝜑 Cell packing density 70% Estimated 
𝐸Y Matrix linear elastic modulus 0.02-1.5 kPa Estimated 
𝜈, 𝜈s Matrix Poisson’s ratios 0.3 Estimated 
𝑛 Matrix strain-stiffening 2.5 In the range given in (93) 
𝜀7 Matrix critical strain 0.05 (93) 
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5.3.1 Cell Induced Fiber Alignment Lowers Total Energy  
The increased stiffness of the matrix in the direction of fiber alignment (radial direction 
𝐸Y, Figure 5-1), leads to large tensile forces on the cells, which in turn results in the 
activation of molecular pathways and the upregulation of contractility in the radial 
direction (𝜌). On the other hand, in the transverse direction (𝐸Y, perpendicular to the 
radial direction) where the matrix stiffness is smaller, the contractility (𝜌) is 
significantly smaller compared to the radial direction (𝜌 > 𝜌). This difference in the 
radial and transverse directions, proportional to the degree of the matrix fiber alignment, 
induces polarization of the cells. The polarization, which is a measure of the aspect ratios 
of the elongated cells, can be calculated from the ratio of the contractility in these 
directions (𝜌/𝜌). As cells align the fibers in the matrix, the enhancement in the 
recruitment of myosin motors that follows, leads to the reduction in the total free energy 
of the system (Figure 5-2A). This decrease in the energy is more pronounced in stiffer 
matrices (Figure 5-2A). As the fibers align in the radial direction, the cell polarization 
increases and cells adopt an elongated morphology. The polarization of the cells also 
increases with the stiffness of the matrix (Figure 5-2B). We have pictorially depicted how 
the two-way feedback loop induces the highly-aligned organization of the fibers and 
elongation of the cells at the periphery of the spheroid in Figure 5-2.  
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Figure 5-2: The two-way feedback loop between cell contractility and matrix fiber realignment. 
(A) As the cells align the fibers, upregulation in the recruitment of myosin motors that follows 
leads to a reduction in the total free energy of the system. (B) Meanwhile, the cells adopt a 
polarized morphology in proportion to the stiffness of the matrix. The green arrow shows that 
with increasing elastic modulus of the matrix (E m), the polarization increases. (C) Schematic 
showing the direct reciprocity between fiber alignment and cell polarization. r0=0.75R and λ=1 in 
all figures. Fiber alignment is calculated from E mr = E
m
θ  and cell polarization is ρrr/ρθθ. Energies are 
normalized with respect to the energy of E m=0.3 kPa when E mr / E
m
θ=1. 
5.3.2 Cell Polarization Increases with Collagen Concentration 
By calculating the polarization of the cells, our model shows that, the cells within the 
spheroid have a rounded appearance (𝜌/𝜌 = 1), while the cells located at the 
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periphery of the cluster (in the invaded region) are highly elongated (𝜌/𝜌 > 1 ) 
(Figure 5-3A). Furthermore, by increasing the elastic modulus of the matrix from 𝐸Y =
0.3	to	0.9 kPa, the model shows an increase in cell polarization (Figure 5-3A), in 
agreement with our experiments. Moreover, increasing matrix stiffness decreases the 
realignment of the fibers (Figure 5-3B), because stiffer matrices show larger resistance to 
deformations. We also find that once the cells invade into the matrix, those located close 
to the spheroid are more elongated than the cells that have invaded further into the 
matrix. This agrees with the spatial variation of the fiber alignment and that the fibers are 
highly aligned near the spheroid and become random with increasing distance from the 
spheroid (as the elastic stress decays with the distance from the surface of the spheroid); 
therefore, losing the ability to polarize the cells in regions far from the spheroid (𝑟 >
0.8	𝑟I). In addition, temporal evolution of cell polarization shows that fiber realignment 
(Figure 5-3B) and therefore, cell elongation (Figure 5-3A) increase with time. With the 
progression of the cell invasion, the extent of the invaded region 𝑟I(𝑡) increases. Due to 
the contractility of the cells, the matrix in this region has highly aligned fibers with 
enhanced stiffness in the radial direction. Therefore, for the cells located at the periphery 
of the spheroid, the resistance to the contraction in the radial direction increases, which 
leads to elevated recruitment of myosins and therefore, the increase in matrix realignment 
and cell elongation with time. Overall our model shows that cells adopt a more elongated 
morphology as we increase the stiffness of the matrix. We next incorporate our model to 
show that along with the cell polarization, the driving force for cell invasion also 
increases with the stiffness of the matrix.   
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Figure 5-3: Polarization of the cells and the degree of the alignment of the fibers predicted by the 
model. (A) Cells inside the cluster (r < r0) are not polarized (ρrr/ρθθ=1). Cells in the invaded 
region (r > r0) are highly polarized (ρrr/ρθθ >1). The current radius of the spheroid (r0) is r0=0.75R 
and r0=0.65R in the top and bottom rows, respectively. These results show that the cell 
polarization (or elongation) is increasing with the progression of the cell invasion. (B) Matrix 
realignment also increases with time, suggesting that cell polarization is directly proportional to 
the matrix realignment. Matrix alignment is determined from the ratio of the matrix elastic 
moduli in the radial and transverse directions. Also, λ =1 in all the figures. 
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In order to validate the predictions of the model, the results are validated by analyzing the 
invasion of melanoma cells cultured in collagen matrix1. The details of the methods and 
materials used in the experiments are given Appendix A.5. In summary, isolated 
melanoma cell spheroids of radius ~200 µm are cultured inside collagen matrix and the 
polarization of the invading cells (defined as the ratio of the major axis to the minor axis 
of the elongated cells) are measured as the concentrations of collagen varied from 0.1 to 2 
mg/mL (Figure 5-4). In order to eliminate the effect of cell proliferation from the 
measurements of cell polarization and invasiveness, the cells were treated with 1 µg/mL 
Mitomycin C. At low concentrations (0.1 mg/mL), the cells located at the periphery of 
the spheroid have a rounded morphology. With increase in the collagen density (0.5 and 
1.0 mg/mL), cells become considerably elongated. At very high concentrations, the 
cluster shows a sprouting morphology with highly elongated, spindle-like cells 
protruding from the cluster. Overall, these results show that by increasing the 
concentration of collagen, cells become more elongated (Figure 5-4). Cell elongation is 
directly proportional to migratory potential of the cells and reflects the onset of the 
epithelial to mesenchymal transition (EMT). Therefore, these results indicate that there 
could be a direct correlation between the driving force underlying EMT and the 
concentration of collagen. We next incorporated these observations into our model to 
determine the mechanism underlying the increase in the cell polarization with the 
stiffness of the matrix.  
 
 
 
 
                                                
1 The experiments are performed in Wistar Institute (Philadelphia, PA) by Marie R. Webster, Reeti Behera 
and Ashani T. Weeraratna (ref (206)).  
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Figure 5-4: Cell polarization increases with collagen concentration. (A) Melanoma cells invading 
collagen matrices exhibit strong polarization which increases with the concentration of collagen. 
scale bars = 100 µm. (B) The elongation of cells (ratio of the major to the minor axes of the cells) 
increases with collagen concentration. 
5.3.3 The Driving Force of Cell Invasion Increases with the Matrix 
Stiffness  
Total free energy of the system (𝑈total) described above is used to calculate the driving 
force for cell invasion. Specifically, the change in the total energy associated with a 
change in the cell concentration (𝑐(𝑟)), or the derivative of the energy with respect to the 
local cell concentration (𝜕𝑈total(𝜀Na, 𝜌Na, 𝑐)/𝜕𝑐), gives the driving force. In order to 
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examine the dependence of the driving force on the matrix stiffness, we varied the 
stiffness of the matrix and calculated the change in the total free energy as a function of 
the change in cell concentration, parametrized by the current radius of the spheroid 𝑟. 𝑡 , 
and the extent of the cell invasion within the matrix 𝜆(𝑡). If the change in the energy is 
negative, cell invasion is favorable. Alternatively, a positive change in energy indicates 
that the spheroid is stable against invasion. 
The difference between the cell-cell and the cell-matrix adhesion energies determines the 
integrity of the cell clusters in the matrix in the absence of the cellular contractility. In the 
current model, we assume that the adhesion energy associated with the cell-cell junctions 
is higher than the energy of the cell-matrix adhesion (𝛾77 = 10	𝛾7Y = 1 mJ/m2 in the 
range given in (202–204)), indicating that in the absence of the external mechanical 
forces, cells prefer to adhere to other cells and thus the spheroid is stable against 
dissolution. Therefore, if the contractility of the cells is ignored, our model shows that the 
energy change associated with the spheroid dissociation is positive and thus in this case 
the cell invasion is energetically unfavorable (Figure 5-5A). This is in agreement with 
many studies showing that the cell contractility is required to initiate the cell invasion 
(28, 104, 106, 207). By including cell contractility, the effect of the matrix alignment and 
stiffness in promoting the cell invasion becomes evident. When the stiffness of the matrix 
is small (𝐸Y = 0.02	kPa in Figure 5-5A), adhesions between the cells prevent the 
dissolution of the cluster since the change in energy associated with cell invasion is 
positive. In this case, cells in the spheroid contract easily and realign the matrix fibers in 
the radial direction; however, the matrix is not sufficiently stiff to induce large tensile 
forces to activate the mechanosensitive pathways in the cells. By increasing the elastic 
modulus of the matrix to 𝐸Y = 0.15 and	0.6 kPa, the role of the two-way feedback loop 
between the matrix stiffness and cell contractility in providing the cell invasion driving 
force becomes more significant. In this case, in response to the high resistance from the 
matrix, cells can recruit more myosin motors through the activation of the Ca2+ and Rho 
molecular pathways, a process that lowers the overall free energy. Once the cell 
contractility is large enough to disengage the cell-cell adhesions, invasion occurs 
spontaneously. Therefore, based on this criterion, we can identify a critical elastic 
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modulus for the ECM (𝐸Y = 0.15 kPa), below which the tumor spheroid is stable and 
beyond which cell invasion becomes favorable. Together, these results show that by 
increasing the stiffness of the matrix, the driving force for cell invasion increases. Below 
the critical stiffness, this driving force cannot overcome the cell adhesions and therefore 
the spheroids remain stable. While beyond the critical stiffness, the driving force can 
break the adhesions and induce invasion.  
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Figure 5-5: Biphasic effect of matrix concentration on cell invasion. (A) Change in the total free 
energy of the system (ΔUtotal) as a function of the radius of the spheroid (r0) and the parameter 
which governs the extent of the invaded region (λ). The elastic modulus of the surrounding matrix 
is varied between 0.02 and 0.60 kPa. The change in the energy is normalized with respect to the 
initial energy of the system (at r0=R, λ =0). The metastatic pathway starting from the full spheroid 
is also shown (green arrow line connecting the origin to an arbitrary point shown by the yellow 
cross). In the absence of cell contractility or for the spheroid placed in the soft matrix (0.02 kPa), 
cell invasion is accompanied by an increase in the free energy. Alternatively, increasing the 
matrix stiffness beyond the critical stiffness (0.15 kPa) leads to the reduction of the energy and 
spontaneous invasion of the cells (B) Increasing ligand density, decreases the matrix critical 
elastic modulus (blue line). (C) At the concentration of collagen beyond the critical value (0.5 
mg/mL), melanoma cells leave the cluster and invade into the 3D collagen matrix. (scale bars = 
500 µm). The tangent elastic modulus between 3% and 7% axial strains (~0.16 kPa to ~ 0.75 kPa) 
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at 0.5, 1.0 and 2.0 mg/mL collagen concentrations is also shown from ref. (208) (D) Quantitative 
analysis of the melanoma cell invasion shows a biphasic response to the concentration of 
collagen. ** p < 0.0018, *** p < 0.0009, **** p < 0.0001. (E and F) 3D imaging of the tumor 
cells leaving the spheroid and invading the surrounding matrix with (E) 1.0 mg/mL and (F) 2.0 
mg/mL collagen. Cells (red) are aligned with collagen fibers (green) in the radial direction, 
perpendicular to the boundary of the spheroid (blue dashed line). At 1mg/mL of collagen, cells 
invade rapidly away from the sphere, whereas at 2mg/mL of collagen, cells are located closer to 
the spheroid. 
In addition to enhancing the stiffness of the matrix, increasing collagen concentration in 
the ECM also increases the density of the cell-adhesive ligands, which also promotes cell 
invasion. In the current model, the adhesion energy associated with the cell-matrix 
junctions (𝛾7Y in Figure 5-1), represents the strength and number of the cell-matrix 
adhesions and; therefore, can be increased in proportion to the density of the available 
ligands. As shown in Figure 5-5B, the model predicts that by increasing the ligand 
density, the measured matrix critical stiffness decreases and cells exhibit more preference 
to invade the matrix. In agreement with this finding, previous experimental studies aimed 
to alter ligand density independent of the matrix protein concentration have shown that 
increasing ligand density from dilute to intermediate densities, induces cell migration 
(92). 
Next, we determine the invasiveness of melanoma cells within collagen matrices as a 
function of concentration. At low concentrations of collagen (0.1 mg/mL) the melanoma 
spheroids are stable over time and the integrity of the cluster is maintained (Figure 5-5C, 
D). At higher concentrations (0.5 and 1.0 mg/mL), the spheroids disintegrate into 
elongated motile cells invading the matrix, an indicator of a metastatic phenotype. In 
agreement with our model results (Figure 5-5A), a critical collagen concentration (~0.5 
mg/mL) can be identified, which demarcates the spheroids into stable vs. invasive 
phenotypes. We further increased the collagen concentration to examine the stability of 
the spheroids placed in highly dense matrices (2.0 mg/mL). In this case, although the 
cells located at the periphery of the spheroids show the elongated morphology 
characteristic of a motile phenotype (Figure 5-5C), cell invasion within the matrix is 
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reduced significantly. Further, by labeling the spheroids with calcein and using multi-
photon imaging, we show that at 1mg/mL of collagen, cells are aligning as predicted with 
the collagen fibers and invade rapidly away from the sphere, whereas at 2mg/mL of 
collagen, the cells are restricted in their motion by the density of the collagen and remain 
closer to the surface of the spheroid (Figure 5-5E, F). This suggests a biphasic behavior 
for the response of the cell clusters with respect to the concentration of collagen. We also 
examined the dependence of the cell invasion on the activity of the Rho-pathway and 
validated the predictions of our model with experiment. Our model shows that in the 
absence of the feedback mechanisms (mediated by the Rho-pathway), the total free 
energy of the system increases as the cells invade and therefore invasion is not favored 
(Figure 5-6A). Furthermore, in this case, our model shows that increasing the matrix 
stiffness cannot promote the driving force for invasion, underscoring the role played by 
the two-way feedback in increasing the driving force for the invasion. In agreement, in 
the presence of the Rho inhibitor, Y27632, invasion of melanoma cells in the two 
concentrations of collagen that are the most invasive (0.5mg/mL and 1.0 mg/mL) is 
reduced (Figure 5-6B).  
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Figure 5-6: Effect of the Rho-inhibitors on the invasion of the tumor cells. (A) by inhibiting the 
molecular pathways such as Ca2+ and Rho in our model, cell invasion leads to an increase in free 
energy and therefore invasion is less favorable. The change in the energy is normalized with 
respect to the initial energy of the system (at 𝑟. = 𝑟I = 𝑅). (B) Treating the cells with the Rho 
inhibitor, Y27632, leads to lower levels of cell invasion. In the presence of the Rho inhibitor, 
Y27632, invasion of melanoma cells in the two concentrations of collagen that are the most 
invasive (0.5mg/mL and 1 mg/mL) is inhibited. (** p < 0.0018, *** p < 0.0009).  
5.3.4 Invasion Rate Depends on the Two-Way Feedback and Matrix 
Pore Size  
In order for the cells to invade, the driving forces from cell contractility and matrix 
alignment have to overcome the opposing forces which resist the movement of the cells 
within the matrix (Figure 5-7A). These resisting forces arise from various factors such as 
the drag force generated due to the viscosity of the matrix (193), the ability of the cells to 
probe the surrounding matrix (through filopodia, for example) and establish adhesions 
with ligands (194), the stiffness and shape of the cell nucleus (209), and the pore size of 
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the matrix. Here, we model the effect of these factors by introducing a parameter, 
𝑀	which represents the “effective” kinetic mobility of the cells within the matrix. 
Therefore, in order to obtain the rate of the cell invasion, we solve the kinetic equations 
for the cell concentration profile characterized by the radii of the shrinking spheroid (𝑟.) 
and the region invaded by the cells (𝑟I): 
total ,

= − I
k
	
s
total ,

= − I
k
	
s
             (5-5) 
In these equations, the left and right hand sides represent the driving and opposing forces, 
respectively. In order to include the steric hindrance effects associated with the decrease 
in interfibrillar pore size (𝑑) at high concentrations of collagen, we use the experimental 
data that suggests that permeability is proportional to the area of the voids 𝑀 ∝ 𝑑J(210). 
Given that the pore size scales with collagen concentration (𝜌) such that	𝑑 ∝ 𝜌I/J(211), 
and the matrix stiffness scales with collagen concentration such that 𝐸Y ∝ 𝜌I.(212), we 
assume that the permeability at high matrix stiffnesses (𝐸Y > 0.6	KPa)	decreases with 
the matrix stiffness, 𝑀 ∝ (𝐸Y)... The total free energy, 𝑈total in the left hand side was 
also evaluated as a function of the cell concentration profile characterized by 𝑟. and 𝑟I. 
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Figure 5-7: The kinetics of the cell invasion as a function of the matrix stiffness. (A) Schematic 
showing the dynamics of the forces involved in cell invasion. The driving force from cell 
contractility has to overcome the forces resisting cell movement, leading to the invasion of the 
cells into the matrix. (B) The shrinking of the spheroid radius r0 and (C) the advance of the front 
line r1 as the function of the matrix elastic modulus and time. The rate of the cell invasion shows 
the biphasic behavior in response to the stiffness of the matrix. Also the metastatic cell migration 
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predicted by our model follows super-diffusive behavior (with the exponent larger than 0.5). 
Time is normalized by multiplying by, M Utotal(r0= r1=R, Em=0.3 kPa)/R2. (D) The biphasic 
response of the cell invasion to the stiffness of the surrounding matrix predicted by our 
model. 
By solving Eq. 5-5, we obtain the rate of the cell invasion as a function of the matrix 
stiffness. In order to compare the rate of the invasion obtained for different matrices, we 
fit a power-law to relate the change in the radius of the spheroid (𝑟.) and the extent of the 
invasion region (𝑟I) with time (𝑟.~𝑡and 𝑟I~𝑡) and compare the calculated rate-
exponents (𝜏) as a function of the matrix stiffness. As we showed earlier, by increasing 
the stiffness of the fibrous matrix, the driving force of invasion increases and cells 
become more elongated. Correspondingly, by increasing the elastic modulus of the 
matrix from 𝐸Y = 0.3 kPa, the rate of the invasion predicted by our model also 
increases, until reaching a maximum value at 𝐸Y = 0.6 kPa (Figure 5-7B and C). 
Meanwhile, increasing the matrix stiffness also has the effect of decreasing the size of the 
interfibrillar voids available for the movement of the cells. Specifically, at very high 
matrix elastic moduli, the opposing forces caused by the small pore size impose 
considerable restrictions on the movement of the cells and hinder the invasion of the cells 
(beyond 𝐸Y = 0.6 kPa in Figure 5-7B and C). Therefore, highly elongated cells create 
sharp protrusions at the periphery of the spheroid, similar to the invading melanoma cells 
(2.0 mg/mL in Figure 5-4A). These results, predict an increase and decrease in the 
invasion rate with the matrix stiffness in addition to the earlier determined critical 
stiffness corresponding to the onset of the cell invasion (Figure 5-5A), provide a 
quantitative explanation for the biphasic response of the tumor spheroids to the stiffness 
of the ECM (Figure 5-7D).  
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5.3.5 Tumor Cell Migration within ECMs is Super-Diffusive 
Comparison between the rate of the cell invasion with the velocity for free diffusive 
motion of the cells in 3D matrices can explain the kinetics of cell migration. Free 
diffusion corresponds to the movement of the non-interacting cells in the absence of 
external guiding factors. In this case, the migration of the cells follows Brownian motion 
where the propagation distance (𝑟) increases with time (𝑡) as 𝑟 ∝ 𝑡..p. On the other hand, 
“directed” motion (or super-diffusion) refers to the persistent movement of the cells 
under the influence of an imposed field, such as the driving force caused by the two-way 
feedback mechanism. In this case, we expect that the propagation distance (r) increases 
with time (t) with an exponent which is bigger than 0.5 (𝑟 ∝ 𝑡 and 𝜏 > 0.5). Our model 
shows that the predicted rate exponents corresponding to the change in 𝑟. 𝑡  and 𝑟I 𝑡  
are bigger than 0.5, implying that the cell movement is directed (Figure 5-7B, C). 
Although the rate of the cell invasion is changing with the stiffness of the matrix, our 
model predicts that cell migration is super-diffusive, independent of the stiffness of the 
matrix. We also examined the migration of imaginary “tracers” (or cells) initially located 
in the cluster (at 𝑟∗/𝑅 = 0.9 and 𝑟∗/𝑅 = 0.8) and monitored their movement as they left 
the spheroid and entered the matrix. The movement of the tracers also shows the super-
diffusive behavior, directed by the influence of the matrix mechanics dependent on the 
mechano-chemical driving forces (Figure 5-8).  
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Figure 5-8: The movement of two tracers into the matrix. The tracers are initially located at 
𝑟∗/𝑅 =0.9 (top) and 𝑟∗/𝑅 =0.8 (bottom) in the matrix with normalized time. Tracers leave the 
cluster as they become exposed to the matrix. The propagation of the tracers in the matrix follows 
the super-diffusive behavior, indicating that the cell migration process is directed under the 
driving force generated by the matrix. 
5.3.6 Effect of the Matrix Nonlinearity on Cell Shape  
The parameters controlling matrix realignment such as the matrix critical strain (𝜀7) and 
strain-stiffening (𝑛) depend on the microstructural properties of the matrix, and can be 
tuned based on collagen concentration, gelation temperature, and pH. For example, by 
decreasing the gelation temperature, the matrix critical strain (𝜀7) decreases (213–215). 
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Also at certain gelation temperatures (for example 37 0C), increasing collagen 
concentration increases the critical strain (𝜀7) (214, 216). Therefore, we can use our 
model to predict the shape of the cells, at different levels of 𝜀7	and	𝑛. As shown in 
Figure 5-9A, the model predicts that upon reducing the critical strain (𝜀7), the cells 
adopt a more elongated morphology, since the matrix with lower critical strain, shows 
higher propensity for fiber realignment and therefore can induce higher polarization of 
the cells. The strain-stiffening parameter (𝑛) can also be tuned based on the ability of the 
matrix to polarize in the direction associated with alignment of the fibers. Figure 5-9B 
shows that decreasing this parameter, decreases the matrix realignment and therefore, cell 
polarization.  
 
Figure 5-9: Effect of the matrix critical strain and strain-stiffening on cell polarization and matrix 
alignment. (A) Decreasing the matrix critical strain (εcr) and (B) matrix strain-stiffening (n) 
increases the matrix fiber realignment and cell polarization. This is consistent with cells cultured 
in non-fibrous matrices such as BME (n=0), adopting a more rounded morphology. Em=0.6 kPa, 
r0=0.75R, and λ =1 in all figures. 
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Our model can also be used to explain the rounded morphology of the cells embedded 
within non-fibrous matrices such as basement membrane extracts (BME) (217, 218). The 
model predicts that in this case (Figure 5-9B with	𝑛 = 0), cell polarization decreases 
substantially, demonstrating that matrix fiber realignment is the main driver of the 
elongated morphology and confirming the experimental observations (217, 218). In 
fibrous matrices, increase in the matrix stiffness increases contractility only in the radial 
direction leading to the emergence of the highly elongated and polarized cells. On the 
contrary, in the case of isotropic non-fibrous ECMs, increase in the matrix stiffness leads 
to a comparable increase in contractility in all directions, which does not lead to 
substantial polarization of the cells. This explains why epithelial cells in BME could have 
significantly lower velocity and polarization and therefore, BME can separate the layers 
of epithelial cells from the underlying connective tissue stroma (218, 219). 
 
Existing mathematical models to study the migration of the cells generally focus on the 
dynamics between protrusion forces due to the polymerization of actin at the leading 
edge of the cell and the traction forces generated at the cell-matrix adhesions (102, 191, 
193–195). The direction of cell movement in these models is calculated from the 
orientation of the surrounding matrix fibers (195) and the random direction associated 
with the protrusion forces (193, 196). After obtaining the direction of the cell migration, 
the assumed asymmetric distribution of the receptors at the front and rear edges of the 
cell, creates a net traction force which moves the cells within the matrix (102, 193). 
However, these models do not consider how cell contractility impacts and alters fiber 
alignment and how matrix mechanics impacts contractility. By ignoring these feedback 
mechanisms, current models fail to explain the increase in the cell contractility due to the 
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concurrent realignment of matrix fibers, which is needed to generate intracellular 
contraction required to overcome the cellular adhesions during cell invasion. In addition, 
the two-way feedback loop is also required to explain the morphological features of the 
cells such as elongation, that creates a front-rear polarity to enable the protrusions to 
establish adhesions with the matrix.  
Recently, the migratory behavior of individual cells leaving spheroids and moving within 
the ECM were tracked in order to obtain the temporal evolution of the cell morphology 
(220). In the case of fibrosarcoma HT1080 cells in collagen, the elongation of the cells 
and the percentage of elongated cells increases spatially from the center of the spheroid 
toward the invasive front. While the cells located closer to the spheroid center have 
rounded appearance, invading cells at the periphery are highly elongated and oriented 
radially with respect to the spheroid (220); a trend that helps at different collagen 
densities. By incorporating the two-way feedback, our model is able to show that the cell 
elongation is proportional to the realignment of the fibers in the surrounding matrix 
(Figure 5-3), and increases with the stiffness of the matrix. This result also agrees with 
our melanoma experiments where increasing the concentration of collagen showed an 
increase in the elongation of the cells at the periphery of the spheroids (Figure 5-4). 
Because the elongated morphology is indicative of EMT in the cells, we used our model 
to determine the relation between the driving force underlying EMT and matrix stiffness. 
Our model shows that this driving force is directly proportional to the stiffness of the 
surrounding matrix (Figure 5-5). These findings explain our experimental results on the 
dissolution of the melanoma spheroids with increase in the concentration of collagen in 
the surrounding matrix (Figure 5-5C, D). Increasing the collagen density from dilute to 
the intermediate concentrations in our experiments increases the stiffness of the matrix, 
which according to our model, enhances the driving force of the cell invasion, leading to 
the dissociation of the spheroids. Interestingly, we were able to identify a critical 
stiffness, required by the matrix to overcome cell-cell adhesions and initiate the cell 
invasion (Figure 5-5A). This is consistent with our current experiments on the invasion of 
melanoma cells in collagen matrices (Figure 5-5C), where cell invasion occurs only if the 
concentration of collagen in the surrounding matrix exceeds a critical value (0.5 mg/mL).  
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The critical stiffness predicted by our model has also been observed in other experimental 
studies, although this key result has not been captured in previous mathematical models. 
For example, in order to study the integrity of multicellular clusters in response to the 
stiffness of the surrounding matrix, previous in vitro studies have examined the stability 
of mammary gland acini cultured in collagen matrices at different collagen 
concentrations (100, 221). Guo et al. (100) have shown that at low concentrations (less 
than 0.1 mg/mL), the acini remain stable over time. On the other hand by increasing 
collagen concentration (higher than 0.3 mg/mL), cells begin to invade the matrix and 
move toward the nearby acini. This process continues until a peculiar branching 
morphology with cell tracks connecting neighboring acini appears in the whole matrix. In 
agreement with our results, this concentration dependent acini dissociation can be 
characterized by defining a critical collagen concentration (0.3 mg/mL in this case), 
below which the acini are stable and beyond which they turn into motile cells. 
Increasing collagen concentration in these experiments also increases the density of cell-
adhesive ligands, which in turn controls the migration of the cells in the matrix. 
Therefore, in order to examine the increase of the density of ligands with increase in the 
collagen concentration, we calculated the dependence of the critical stiffness on the 
ligand density. Interestingly, in agreement with the previous experimental studies (92), 
our model shows that increasing ligand density alone, decreases the critical stiffness, 
meaning that cell invasion is facilitated with an increase in the ligand density. 
While the driving force of invasion and cell polarization increases with the stiffness of 
the matrix, cell invasiveness shows a different behavior. Measurements of the cell 
invasiveness in our melanoma experiments show that by increasing collagen 
concentration from dilute to intermediate concentrations, cell invasion increases (Figure 
5-5C). On the other hand, beyond the intermediate concentrations, cell invasiveness 
decreases with collagen concentration. By solving the kinetic equations of cell motion 
(Eq. 4-5), and including the effect of the resisting forces against the cell movement, our 
model also shows that the cell invasiveness has a biphasic behavior with the largest 
invasion rate occurring at an intermediate level of matrix stiffness. In very stiff matrices, 
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although cells are highly elongated, the small pore size between the fibers hinder the 
movement of the cells. For this reason, for a spheroid placed in highly dense matrices, 
our model predicts the formation of a pattern with highly elongated cells protruding from 
the interface of the spheroid similar to our experimental observations (Fig. 5C, collagen 
concentration 2.0 mg/mL). 
These key findings are also in agreement with the behavior observed in previous 
experimental studies (91). For example, Lang et al., (91) used glutaraldehyde to enhance 
the stiffness of the gel, while maintaining the concentration of the ligands. They showed 
that adding glutaraldehyde to collagen matrices with dilute concentration of collagen, 
increases the cell invasion, suggesting that the stiffness of the matrix promotes cell 
invasion. On the other hand, adding glutaraldehyde decreases the pore size and can also 
possibly hinder invasion. This effect is more evident when the concentration of collagen 
is high and the pore size in the matrix is small. Therefore, by altering the stiffness of the 
matrix, this study shows that the cell invasion exhibits the biphasic response with respect 
to the stiffness of the matrix, identical to the behavior we observe in our model and 
experimental study.  
 By altering the material parameters controlling the realignment of the fibers in the ECM 
(such as critical strain (𝜀7) or strain-stiffening (𝑛)), we can predict the shape of the cells 
as a function of the fiber realignment of the ECM. For example, by increasing the critical 
strain (𝜀7) or reducing the strain-stiffening (𝑛), we can elucidate the migration of the 
cells within non-fibrous matrices (such BME), where the matrix behaves isotopically in 
all the directions. In agreement with the previous experimental observations (217, 218), 
our model shows that in this case, cells have more rounded appearance (𝑛 = 0 in Figure 
5-9), demonstrating that matrix fiber realignment is crucial to induce polarization in the 
cells in this case  
While our model has considered a multitude of key elements involved in cell invasion 
(such as cellular adhesions, cell chemo-mechanical stress-dependent contractility, matrix 
stiffness, realignment and strain-stiffening, matrix ligand density, pore size and …), 
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future work should focus on extending the current model to include parameters such as 
matrix proteolytic degradation and cell proliferation and apoptosis. Cells secrete 
metalloproteinase enzymes (such as MMPs) to dilute the concentration of collagen and 
increase the size of the pores to facilitate cell invasion. This effect is more pronounced 
when the density of the fibers is high and the voids between the fibers are significantly 
smaller than the cell body (27). MMP-dependent remodeling of the fibers also provides 
the required space for cell proliferation in the vicinity of the cells. Therefore, abrogation 
of MMPs has been shown to result in reduced cell proliferation (24). Matrix rigidity also 
alters the proliferation of the cells in a Rho-dependent manner. Increase in the matrix 
stiffness and Rho-activity induces phosphorylation of cells focal adhesion kinase (FAK) 
at Y397 sites, which has been linked to increase in the cell proliferation and 
differentiation (23, 25). This point suggests that the increased matrix stiffness due to the 
fiber realignment in our model can promote cell division. In agreement with this 
prediction, previous measurements of cell-matrix traction forces have also shown that the 
cell division is accompanied by matrix remodeling and realignment of the fibers along 
the long axis of the dividing cell (222).   
In summary, our model presents a mathematical explanation for the role of the interplay 
between intracellular and extracellular forces in the initiation and progression of cell 
invasion from tumor clusters. Notably, the predictions of the model can be used to 
explain how the morphological changes (such as fiber realignment and remodeling) prior 
to cell invasion predict the malignant transformation and tumor development (89).  
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Chapter 6 : Conclusions 
 
Chapter 5This thesis was mainly focused on elucidating the mechanism of the load 
transfer throughout fibrous biological structures, and its implication in biological and 
physiological processes. Tendon and axon, as two structures with aligned direction of the 
fibers and collagen matrix with an isotropic distribution of fiber orientation are modeled 
and studied.  
Under tensile loading, the fibers undergo stretching and relative sliding and transfer the 
applied strains from one end of the structure to the other end. Sliding and stretching of 
the fibers are mediated by stretching of the proteins that cross-link adjacent fibers. 
Historically, in order to model stretching of the fibrous composite structures, the shear-
lag model has been used in the previous studies. Using SLM, we can determine a 
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characteristic length near the end of the fibers where the axial strains are transmitted 
between fibers. By comparing the length of the fibers with the characteristic length, we 
can identify the dominant mechanism of the load transfer between sliding and stretching 
of the fibers. If the fibers are longer than the characteristic length, fiber stretching is the 
dominant mechanism. Alternatively, fibers shorter than the characteristic length 
experience higher levels of sliding. By incorporating the SLM in Chapter 2, we showed 
that in tendon with long fibrils, stretching of the fibrils is the dominant mechanical 
mechanism and therefore, the density of the interfibrillar cross-links (GAGs) have 
negligible effect on the mechanical stiffness of tendon. Therefore, enzymatic digestion of 
GAGs does not produce large differences in tendon mechanical properties. 
The mechanism of the load transfer mediated by the GAG cross-linkers between the 
collagen fibrils can also explain the poroelastic behavior exhibited by tendon. 
Measurements of the Poisson’s ratio of tendon under uniaxial mechanical testing have 
shown that tendon exhibits Poisson’s ratios larger than 0.5 (an indication of volume 
shrinkage) and fluid exudation under tensile loading. Our Finite Element Analysis and 
the poroelastic SLM developed in Chapter 3 were incorporated to explain the reason 
behind the fluid exudation. We showed that as tendon is loaded, interfibrillar cross-links 
pull adjacent fibrils toward each other and by this means, squeeze the encapsulated 
matrix, leading to the exudation of fluid to the surrounding medium. Consistent with 
previous experimental studies, we also showed that with increasing the tensile strain, 
tendon exhibits a large Poisson’s ratio that decays at higher strains. 
Dissipative processes occurring in the transmission of the axial strains between the fibers 
can lead to viscoelastic behavior and structural susceptibility depending on the rate of the 
dynamic loadings. For example, axon, as a fibrous structure which is composed of 
aligned microtubules cross-linked by pairs of tau proteins, shows substantial extensibility 
under slow stretching. On the other hand, dynamic stretches experienced by the axon 
during brain injury can break the microtubules and interrupt the transport of the chemical 
cargoes.  
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In Chapter 4 we extended our SLM and included the effect of the viscoelasticity of the 
cross-links in the force transmission process. The model showed that under slow loading 
rates of stretch, the hydrogen bonds within the structure of the tau protein can break and 
allow uncoiling of the tau protein and sliding of the MTs. In addition, the “breaking and 
reformation” of the bonds between nearby tau proteins facilitates sliding of the MTs and 
can explain the supple behavior. Alternatively, under fast loading rates, tau proteins show 
enhanced resistance to uncoiling and therefore, hinder the sliding of the MTs. Therefore, 
in this case, large axial strains are exerted on the microtubules which can lead to their 
rupture, similar to experimental observations of axons injured by traumatic brain injury. 
Transition from random orientation of the fibers to aligned arrangement can initiate 
biophysical processes such as cell invasion from primary tumors into the surrounding 
collagen matrix. The collagen matrix surrounding tumor spheroids has random 
distribution of fiber orientations. In the presence of the contractile forces exerted by the 
tumor spheroid, the collagen matrix is in the state of tensile strain. When the local strain 
in the matrix is tensile and above a critical threshold, the fibrous matrix becomes 
considerably aligned (anisotropic) and undergoes strain stiffening in the direction of the 
maximum principal strain. 
In Chapter 5, we incorporated a mechanochemical free-energy–based approach to 
elucidate how the two-way feedback loop between cell contractility (induced by the 
activity of chemo-mechanical interactions such as Ca2+ and Rho signaling pathways) and 
matrix fiber realignment and strain stiffening enables the cells to polarize and develop 
contractile forces to break free from the tumor spheroids and invade into the matrix. 
Interestingly, through this computational model, we identified a critical stiffness that is 
required by the matrix to break intercellular adhesions and initiate cell invasion. Also, by 
considering the kinetics of the cell movement, our model predicted a biphasic 
invasiveness with respect to the stiffness of the matrix. Importantly, our model can be 
used to explain how morphological and structural changes in the tumor 
microenvironment, such as elevated rigidity and fiber alignment prior to cell invasion, are 
prognostics of the malignant phenotype. 
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The findings of this thesis provide insight into the load bearing, force generation, and 
stress transmission mechanisms in fibrous biological structures. This information has 
potential to be incorporated in tissue engineering and regenerative medicine to improve 
the design of the future implants.  
Tissue engineering relies on four major building blocks: (i) appropriate organ cells 
(typically harvested from the target organ), (ii) synthesized polymeric scaffold, (iii) 
suitable growth factors and (iv) physical and mechanical forces intended to grow the 
tissue. During culture in bioreactors, cells begin to secrete matrix proteins and grow in 
number while the scaffold structure degrades gradually. Once implanted, the engineered 
tissues should have sufficient integrity to function under the influence of the mechanical 
forces and biomolecular stimuli experienced by the original tissue. The engineered 
construct should also be resistive to the structural and dynamical changes associated with 
aging, injury and disease, and failure to do so can ultimately result in the tissue 
dysfunction.  
The procedure of designing the implants requires comprehensive knowledge of the 
structural evolution of the tissues during growth in vitro and the mechanical forces and 
displacements experienced by the constructs in vivo. One main challenge in tissue 
engineering is to determine the key design parameters btained from a meticulous 
assessment of the quality and performance of the generated product. Generally, in the 
past few years, experimental studies in a trial and error process were used to guide the 
protocols of the design, while some difficulties have remained in investigating more 
complex structures. In this context, the computational models developed in each chapter 
can be used to predict the load bearing machinery of these structures and their responses 
to the in vitro and in vivo mechanical and biomechanical stimuli. These models can 
provide information on the mechanotransductive interactions between the tissues and 
cells and also the effect of the static and dynamic forces on the constructs.  
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In a broader context, these mathematical and computational models can also be 
incorporated in model-based diagnosis and in silico medicine to decode the complexities 
associated with the biological structures and advance our interpretation of the 
physiological phenomena. Owing to the increase in the capacity of high-performance 
computing in the recent years, the computational models developed in this thesis can be 
integrated in future clinical methods to understand the disease and injury mechanisms and 
suggest therapeutic solutions. 
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Appendix A 
 
The cells are treated using a combination of passive mechanical and active chemo-
mechanical elements. The passive element represents the stiffness arising from the 
cytoskeleton in resisting cellular deformations. We assume that the cytoskeleton is elastic 
and its elastic modulus and Poisson’s ratio are denoted by 𝐸 and 𝜈, respectively.  
Following our previous work (197), the total energy 𝑈7'``(𝜀Na7 , 𝜌Na) of the cell ssociated 
with the elastic strain, external force and the myosin motor works can be written as:  
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Here ckkε , 
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Also 𝐾 = 𝐸/3(1 − 2𝜈) and 𝜇 = 𝐸/2(1 + 𝜈) are the bulk and shear moduli of the cell.   
In addition to the cellular deformations, external forces activate the signaling pathways 
which regulate the recruitment of the molecular motors inside the cell. Under tensile 
loading, the influx of the Ca2+ from the mechano-transductive channels and the activation 
of the Rho-pathways as described in Figure 5-1, upregulate the recruitment of the 
myosins and increase the contractility. This chemo-mechanical recruitment of the 
myosins reduces the total energy of the system. Therefore, we modify Eq. A-1 by 
including the reduction in the energy from the mechanical feedback as:  
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Here we have introduced two parameters 
vα  and dα which relate the volumetric 
c
kkσ  and 
deviatoric cijσ
~  stress components to the change in the volumetric
kkρ , and the deviatoric ijρ~
components of the contractility tensors, respectively. 
While the mechanical feedback mechanism varies the concentration of the engaged 
myosin motors, the attachment of the myosins to the cytoskeleton has an intrinsic binding 
and unbinding rate which emanates from the molecular mechanism of binding and forces 
the concentration of the attached myosins to remain at a certain concentration (denoted 
by 𝜌.). Any perturbation in the concentration of the myosin from this value increases the 
total energy and needs to be added to the total energy:  
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The last term represents the chemical energy due to the perturbation of the concentration 
of the attached myosin from
0ρ . In this term, we have introduced two parameters, vβ  and
dβ . vβ  is proportional to the rate of the binding and unbinding of the myosins and dβ is 
the entropic term proportional to the tendency of the myosins to orient randomly in the 
cytoskeleton. For simplicity, we assume that
vd βββ == . 
The derived energy function ),(cell ijcijU ρε can be used to obtain the response of the 
contractile cell to the external loadings exerted from the matrix. To this end, first we 
derive the time-dependent variation of the cell energy: 
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As cells respond to the tensile stress, they reduce their energy by recruiting more 
myosins. In order to ensure that the energy is decreasing with time (or
0/),(cell <∂∂ tU ij
c
ij ρε ), we define the following rates for the elastic strain and the 
recruitment of the myosin: 
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Here 0>vkρ  and 0>
dkρ  are the kinetic rate constants associated with the recruitment of 
the volumetric and deviatoric components of the motors and  0>vkε  and 0>dkε are the 
rates that govern the volumetric and deviatoric component of the strain tensor. 
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 In the kinetic equilibrium, and when the recruitment of the myosins has reached the 
steady state ( 0=ε! , 0=kkρ! ), we can simplify Eq. A-6 and obtain the stress-strain and 
contractility-strain relations: 
c
kkkk K ερρ ρ33 0 +=    
c
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In Eq. A-7, the effective contractility
0ρ , effective bulk modulus K , effective shear 
modulusµ , effective modulus for motor density ρK and effective modulus for the 
polarization 
ρµ are defined as:    
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The contractility of the cells in the absence of the surrounding matrix ( 0=ckkσ  in Eq. A-
7) is given by: 
( )3/1// 000 −−=−= ββρρε KK                      (A-9) 
 Since the time scale associated with the activation of the molecular feedback pathways is 
relatively fast (in the order of seconds (223)), it is assumed that the myosin concentration 
equilibrates rapidly and the cell’s response to the external loadings is instantaneous. 
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In order to model the matrix with radially aligned fibers, we incorporate the stress-strain 
relations used for transversely isotropic materials (224): 
( )mtpptpmmrrpmrmrr EE θθθ ενννενσ )(2)1( 2 ++−Δ=  
( )mrrtpptpmmpmm EE ενννενσ θθθθθθ )()1( +++Δ=                              (A-10) 
Where m
rE and 
mEθ  are the elastic moduli in the radial and transverse directions and tpp νν ,
are the associated Poisson’s ratios. Also )221/(1 2 tpppttpptp νννννν −−−=Δ  and 
m
tp
m
rpt EE θνν = .  
By using these stress-strain relations, we can obtain the strain energy function for the 
fibrous matrix which has strong polarization along the radial direction r :  
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )mmpmmrrmtpptpmmrrmrrpmrmij EEEU θθθθθθθθ εενεενννεενε ++++−Δ= 12412
2
matrix           (A-11) 
Here for simplicity we assume that the matrix has the same Poisson’s ratio in all 
directions and mtpp ννν =, , therefore, we rewrite Eq. A.2-11 as:  
( ) ( ) ( )( )mmmmrrmmmmrrmrrmmrmmij EEEU θθθθθθθθ εεεενεεννε 24112matrix ++−+
Δ
=               (A-12) 
Here for simplicity, we assume that the collagen concentration does not change by 
reorganization of the fibers and only consider the nonlinear mechanical effects arising 
from the realignment of the fibers. Also due to the relatively fast time scales associated 
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with the stress relaxation of the collagenous matrix (in the order of 100 seconds (225)) 
compared to the migration of the cells in the matrix (in the order of 10 hours (220)), the 
viscoelastic effects are ignored and the matrix is considered to have elastic behavior in 
response to the mechanical loadings.  
The dependence of the displacement propagation on the alignment of the fibers 
surrounding the cell cluster is plotted in Figure A-1. The comparison between the 
displacement decays in random and aligned matrices shows that the fibrous constitutive 
model (Eq. A-10) reproduces the long-range displacement propagation associated with 
strain-stiffened matrices and captures the nonlinear behavior of the fibrous matrices. 
 
Figure A-1: Radial displacement field in the matrix surrounding a cell spheroid. Displacement 
decays rapidly in randomly oriented matrices while the displacement field is long-ranged in the 
aligned matrices. We have used the parameters 𝑟. = 0.75	𝑅 and 𝜆 =1. Also 𝐸Y/𝐸
Y =1 and 
𝐸Y/𝐸
Y =4 in the random and aligned matrices, respectively. 
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In order to capture cell polarization and matrix alignment and their interplay in the 
invaded region, we adopt a homogenized model and introduce a representative element, 
containing the cells placed in “series” with the ECM (shown in Figure A-2). For a given 
representative element with length , the lengths of the cell and matrix elements in each 
direction (in the 3D setting of the problem) are denoted by  and , respectively, and 
the relative volume fraction of the cell (or cell concentration) )(rc can be written as: 
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Where 1)(0 << rc . 
For this series arrangement, since the cells and the matrix transmit the same force,  
c
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m
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θθθθ σσ =                                                                        (A-14) 
where cm
rr
,σ , 
cm,
θθσ  are the radial and polar stress components, and superscripts c and m
represent the cell and the matrix elements, respectively. The total strain of the cell-matrix 
unit cell is the sum of the strains of the cell and the matrix: 
m
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The radial and polar strains can be related to the displacement in the radial direction 
through: 
l
cl ml
u
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Figure A-2: The arrangement of the contractile cells and the matrix elements in the invaded 
region. The cell-matrix representative unit cell is shown. Cell element is composed of the active 
and passive parts and is placed “in series” with the matrix element. Cell concentration decays 
gradually along the radial direction and reaches zero at 𝑟 = 𝑟I.   
 
Cell invasion involves concurrent breaking of the intercellular adherens and tight 
junctions followed by the formation of the new adhesions between the focal adhesions 
and the matrix ligands at the leading edge of the migrating cells. In the spheroid-matrix 
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system, the presence of the strong intercellular adhesions impedes the invasion of the 
cells and lead to the formation of stable spheroids.  
In the current model, we obtain the interfacial energy based on the experimentally 
measured adhesion energies of the cell-cell and cell-matrix junctions. Here depending on 
the cell concentration profile ( )(rc ) the total adhesion energy can be written as: 
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The first term represents the cost associated with the dissociation of the intercellular 
adhesions and the second term represents the gain in the energy from the creation of the 
new adhesions between the cells and the matrix. The parameters 
mccc −− γγ ,  are the 
associated adhesion energies, %70=ϕ  is the estimated density of packing of cells in the 
cluster and 5=cellr µm is the radius of a single cell. The factor )3/4/(
3
cellrπϕ  is used to 
convert the calculated bulk volumes (in the parenthesis) to the number of the cells and 
24 cellrπ is used to obtain the total surface area of the contacting cells. Here, by using 
110 == −− mccc γγ mJ/m
2 (in the range given in (202–204)) we ensure that the change in the 
interfacial energy because of the cell invasion is positive (or 0)(adhesion >cU ), meaning 
that the invasion is energetically improbable and the cells prefer to stay in the cluster. 
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Cell Culture1: 
1205Lu and WM858 cells were maintained in MCDB153 (Sigma, St Louis, MO)/ L-15 
(Cellgro, Manassas, VA), supplemented with 2% fetal bovine serum (Invitrogen, 
Carlsbad, CA) and 1.6 mM CaCl2 (Tumor growth media). All cells were cultured at 37°C 
in 5% CO2. 
  
3D Spheroid Assay: 
Tissue culture treated 96 well plates were coated with 50 µl 1% Difco Agar Noble 
(Becton Dickinson). 1205Lu and WM858 cells were seeded at 2 x103 and 5 x103 
cells/well, respectively, and allowed to form spheroids over 72 hours. Spheroids were 
harvested and placed in a collagen plug containing EMEM, FBS, L-Glutamine, sodium 
bicarbonate, and collagen type I (Gibco, #A1048301) as previously described.  The 
collagen plug was allowed to set and 1 ml Tumor growth media was added to the top of 
the plug. Quantitation of invasive area was performed using NIS Elements Advanced 
Research software. For mitomycin treatment, 1 ug/ml mitomycin was added to the 
collagen plug and to the media. For MMP 2/9i (EMD Millipore, #444241) treatment, 
inhibitor was added directly to the collagen plug and to the media for a final 
concentration of either 500 nM or 1 µM. 
 
                                                
1 The experiments are performed in Wistar Institute (Philadelphia, PA) by Marie R. Webster, Reeti Behera 
and Ashani T. Weeraratna (ref. (206)).  
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